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ABSTRACT 

Computational modeling of Chalk River Undesirable Deposits (CRUD) allows for the prediction 

of associated phenomena that impact nuclear power plant performance, reliability, and safety. It 

also provides insight into the physical mechanisms by which CRUD forms and affects plant 

performance. A major concern in pressurized water reactors (PWRs) is Axial Offset Anomaly 

(AOA) which is caused by CRUD’s proficiency at trapping boron within the reactor core. The 

ability to predict AOA and other phenomena requires a detailed explanation of the chemical 

composition of CRUD. By pairing computational models that can simulate the structure and 

species trapping with detailed thermochemical models, the compounds that makeup CRUD are 

determined. Among these thermodynamically predicted compounds is Ni2FeBO5, a mineral 

named bonaccordite, the formation of which provides a boron retention mechanism. 

Accordingly, bonaccordite has been found in CRUD samples from fuel linked to very extreme 

AOA. In this dissertation, thermochemical models are detailed for PWR primary loop chemistry 

up to the saturation temperature and are implemented using CALPHAD modeling. Likely solid 

precipitation reactions are identified, and those reactions are incorporated into the multiphysics 

continuum modeling code MAMBA. An assessment of the kinetic rates of the reactions are 

determined by Bayesian calibration of the MAMBA model using observational data from CRUD 

samples. The modeling is able to demonstrate the composition of CRUD scrapes obtained from 

plant data. This model contributes to the understanding of CRUD formation and composition and 

allows for the prediction of phenomena such as AOA. 

Keywords: CRUD, boric acid, CALPHAD, bonaccordite, Bayesian calibration 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Chalk River Undesirable Deposits (CRUD) occur in commercial reactors as a result of 

corrosion products in the primary-loop coolant collecting on the outer surface of the fuel rods.  

These deposits can greatly limit the performance, reliability, and safety of reactor operation. In 

pressurized-water-reactors (PWRs), subcooled nucleate boiling enhances reactor performance by 

facilitating the heat transfer from the fuel rods to the primary coolant. However, subcooled 

nucleate boiling contributes to CRUD formation, which impedes heat transfer as the deposit 

becomes thicker. Formation is initiated by the precipitation of nanoscale particulates [1] in the 

region of greatest temperature where subcooled nucleate boiling prevails, which is along the 

upper portion of the core. CRUD formation is also facilitated by the retrograde solubility of 

several of the compounds involved [2, 3]. CRUD is often porous and can quickly become thick 

enough to sustain internal boiling, causing any aqueous species to become supersaturated within 

the deposit and eventually precipitate. This supersaturation and precipitation lead to changes in 

the local chemistry and microstructure of the CRUD for which modeling efforts should account. 

The major elements present in PWR primary coolant that find their way into CRUD are 

Ni and Fe from steam generator tubes and other piping surfaces, B from the boric acid (H3BO3) 

added to the coolant as a reactivity control mechanism, Li from the LiOH added to adjust the pH. 

Zr from the oxidation of the metal fuel cladding also contributes to CRUD. The Ni and Fe exist 

in the coolant as either solid nanoscale particulates [4, 5], particularly nickel metal and nickel 

ferrite (NiFe2O4), or as aqueous ionic species. 

MAMBA (MPO Advanced Model for Boron Analysis) was developed as part of the 

CASL (Consortium for Advanced Simulation of Light-water reactors) suite of software aimed at 

modeling phenomena such as Axial Offset Anomaly (AOA) [6, 7]. MAMBA predicts CRUD 

thickness, internal local chemistry including boron concentration, porosity, internal boiling, and 

heat flux. This dissertation makes advancements in the solid thermodynamic and chemistry 

models in MAMBA to obtain a better understanding, and hence better ability to predict, the 

fundamental causes of AOA. 
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1.1 Background/Existing Literature 

1.1.1 Basics of CRUD Formation and Structure 

Corrosion products that originate along the surfaces of the primary loop such as the 

nickel-chromium-alloy steam generator tubes, pumps, piping and other metal surfaces enter the 

coolant as either nanoscale particulates or dissolved aqueous species [8-11]. In a pressurized 

water reactor (PWR), these corrosion products are preferentially deposited in the upper spans of 

the reactor core due the presence of sub-cooled nucleate boiling in the highest-temperature 

region of the primary loop. The deposits are often quite porous, which causes coolant to become 

trapped within them. This trapped coolant rises in temperature and eventually boils, exiting the 

CRUD as vapor through the boiling chimneys that form in the deposit. While the trapped water 

escapes as steam, the trapped soluble species supersaturate within the CRUD and eventually 

precipitate, filling the pores with solid phases. 

The dominant microstructural feature of CRUD is the existence of the boiling chimneys 

[12]. The size, shape, and number density of these chimneys all affect how coolant flows through 

and exits CRUD, affecting the local temperature and chemistry. Figure 1.1 shows a scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) image showing chimneys that are about 10 µm in diameter. 

1.1.2 Problems Associated with CRUD 

There are several fuel performance concerns associated with CRUD formation. If CRUD 

is thin and porous, then it enhances sub-cooled nucleate boiling that increases the efficiency of 

heat transfer from the fuel to the coolant, but if CRUD is thick and has low porosity, then it 

inhibits heat transfer and leads to elevated fuel cladding temperatures [13]. The combination of 

these elevated temperatures, the concentration of corrosive species trapped within the CRUD, 

and the presence of steam lead to heightened zirconium oxidation kinetics known as CRUD-

induced localized corrosion (CILC). CILC leads to a significant consumption of the cladding, 

which can then become penetrated leading to a fuel rod leak. 

Another concern is the increase in the primary loop radiation field. Neutron activation of 

the Co, Ni, Fe, and Cr trapped in the CRUD (e.g. 58Ni(n,p)58Co, 59Co(n,,)60Co) cause it to be 

radioactive [14]. The CRUD can then release from the fuel rods into the coolant, travel, and 

deposit throughout the entire primary loop. 
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Figure 1.1: SEM image of a CRUD flake from Vogtle-2 Cycle 8 showing 
characteristic boiling chimneys (Reproduced from [12]) 
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The most significant fuel performance concern associated with CRUD is Axial Offset 

Anomaly (AOA), also known as CRUD-Induced Power Shifts (CIPS) [14]. Among the trapped 

aqueous species are boric acid B(OH)3 and lithium hydroxide LiOH, which are added to control 

reactivity and moderate coolant pH, respectively. The boric acid and boron-containing solid 

precipitates that accumulate in the CRUD are strong neutron absorbers and depress both the local 

neutron flux and the local power output in the upper spans of the core. To maintain the same 

total power, the bottom half of the core must increase its power output, which can often lead to 

axial power oscillations that result from non-steady state fission products that are strong neutron 

absorbers (e.g. Xe-135), and in many cases the reactor power must be downrated [14]. The axial 

offset of a reactor is defined as the difference between the power in the top and in the bottom 

halves of the core divided by the total core power, given in percent. Accurate modeling 

predictions of the axial offset can help prevent unexpected power plant downrating and 

unplanned outages that would result in economic loss. 

1.1.3 Deposition Mechanisms 

CRUD deposits by two mechanisms that correspond with the two types of species within 

PWR coolant. The first type of species exists as solid nanoscale particulates which are either 

octahedral-shaped nickel ferrite (NiFe2O4) or rod-shaped nickel metal (Ni) [5]. The nickel ferrite 

particulates form elsewhere in the primary circuit, such along the surfaces of the steam generator 

tubes. Erosion of the oxide layers or metal surfaces of the steam generators release these particles 

which end up depositing in the core. While larger particulates are removed by system filters 

installed for the plant’s primary coolant, a high-duty core efficiently traps the smaller particulates 

by means of subcooled nucleate boiling. These particulates exist in low concentrations (~ppb); 

their deposition, however, is the primary mechanism for CRUD growth [1, 14]. These 

particulates attach at the surface of the fuel rod or CRUD layer, growing the deposit thickness 

and creating a porous skeleton in which coolant is trapped. 

The second type of species within PWR coolant exists in the aqueous phase. Boric acid is 

added to PWR coolant in order to control reactivity, and LiOH is added to balance the pH. The 

concentrations of these additives are high at the beginning of the reactor cycle, ~1200 ppm and 

~2 ppm respectively, and decrease as burnup increases to eventually equal zero by the end of the 
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cycle. Other important aqueous species are the Ni and Fe ions dissolved in the coolant in ~ppb 

concentrations due to the corrosion of the primary loop surfaces. Minor elements due to additives 

or corrosion are Zn, Cr, Mn, and C. When coolant containing these aqueous species becomes 

trapped within the CRUD and then boils, the aqueous species become saturated within the 

CRUD pores. These species precipitate into solids such as Li2B4O7 and NiFe2O4, which fill in the 

CRUD porosity. If the precipitates contain B, then they can cause AOA [14]. 

1.1.4 CRUD Sampling and Characterization 

CRUD samples are obtained from used fuel while it is being moved during a refueling 

outage or is in spent fuel storage pools. CRUD can be obtained by ultrasonic cleaning, scrubbing 

with filter paper, or most commonly by scraping [5, 15, 16]. CRUD obtained by scrubbing with 

filter paper is defined as “soft,” and CRUD tenaciously attached to the fuel rod that requires 

scraping to obtain is defined as “hard” [15]. CRUD is scraped uniformly from the bottom to the 

top of a spent fuel rod by a tool shaped to remove the deposit from over 120 degrees of the 

circumference of the rod [16]. These scrapes are typically 30 cm long along the axis of the rod. 

When the scraping is performed, much of the CRUD becomes dislodged, forming a suspension 

in the spent fuel pool water, which is then vacuumed and collected by a filter. The resulting filter 

“cake” is washed with deionized water before characterization to remove any soluble species still 

trapped within the CRUD [17]. During the scraping process, whole “flakes” sometimes break off 

of the rod surface, maintaining the rod’s curvature and preserving their thickness. 

CRUD consists of many different crystalline particles in a complex arrangement.  In thick 

CRUD that leads to AOA, the deposit tends to have a layered structure in the radial direction of 

the fuel rod [18]. Near the cladding, there tends to be more octahedrally shaped particles, and 

near the coolant there tends to be more needle-shaped particles [15], although the inner layer 

may also contain needle-shaped particles [17]. 

CRUD consists mostly of Ni, Fe, and Cr oxides, which are the principal elements in steel 

and Inconel alloys used in the primary loop. CRUD traps significant amounts of B, Li, and Zn, 

which are coolant additives in PWRs. Zr is always incorporated in CRUD, and results from 

corrosion of the cladding. Other elements that may be present include Mn, Co, Sn, C, and Si [5, 

15, 18].   
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Micrographs of typical CRUD samples taken from a Korean plant are shown in Figure 

1.2, as reproduced from [15]. The octahedral crystal particles have a Fe/Ni ratio of ~2, which 

indicates they are nickel ferrite (NiFe2O4). Due to the large size of these particles, it can be 

deduced that they grew to that size within the CRUD rather than being formed elsewhere in the 

primary loop and deposited on the fuel rods. Zr was observed to replace the Ni cations in 

NiFe2O4. The needle-like particles are rich in Ni and are more concentrated in the outer layer of 

the CRUD, suggesting the deposition of Ni at the surface. ZrO2 fragments that are broken off the 

oxide layer of the cladding are contained in the samples. Round Si-rich particles are found as 

well. Si is an impurity that likely is introduced from chemical additives, the spent fuel pool 

storage racks, and the filter materials. Hard CRUD contains a greater Fe/Ni ratio than soft 

CRUD. In addition, hard CRUD typically contains more Zn, particularly in the inner cladding-

side layer [15, 18]. 

1.1.5 WALT Loop Experiment 

The Westinghouse Advanced Loop Tester (WALT) was an experiment to simulate 

CRUD and measure the effective thermal conductivity under various conditions [13]. This test 

loop simulates PWR coolant conditions with the addition of large concentrations of CRUD-

forming soluble and particulate species. This loop has demonstrated the rapid growth of CRUD-

like deposits on a heated rod, and the rod surface temperature was measured over a variety of 

CRUD thicknesses and heat flux values. The simulated CRUD consisted mostly of NiFe2O4 and 

NiO, with porosity that ranged from 34% to 77% [13]. 

Figure 1.3 depicts four regimes of the heat transfer associated with CRUD, as determined 

by the coolant flow through the boiling chimneys and the surrounding porous medium. Under 

low heat flux, the chimneys are flooded with liquid coolant, giving the lowest effective thermal 

conductivity measured of 0.78 Wm-1K-1. At larger heat flux conditions, the mixture regime 

occurs where liquid coolant flows through the surrounding porous medium, then boils and exits 

as vapor through the chimneys. This boiling produces micro-convection and results in greatly 

enhanced effective thermal conductivity measured to average 6.1 Wm-1K-1. In the mixture 

regime, thin CRUD ( < 15 µm) actually increases heat transfer when compared to a bare rod due 

to the increased subcooled boiling. Thicker CRUD ( > 40 µm), however, inhibits heat transfer 

under the mixture regime. Under high heat flux conditions, lower regions of the CRUD may  
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Figure 1.2: SEM photos and chemical composition of an octahedral crystal 
(left) and needle-like structures (right) in CRUD scrape samples (Reproduced 
from [15]) 
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Figure 1.3: Four regime model of heat transfer mechanisms within CRUD 
(Reproduced from [13]) 
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contain only vapor in the dryout regime, where the effective thermal conductivity decreases to 

about 2.0 Wm-1K-1. Lastly, if the subcooled boiling is sustained for enough time to concentrate 

soluble species leading to precipitation, the pores and chimneys are filled giving a solid scale 

with a measured effective thermal conductivity of 1.18 Wm-1K-1. 

1.1.6 Lithium Borate Solid Phases 

Lithium metaborate (LiBO4) and/or lithium tetraborate (Li2B4O7) are believed to be 

present in CRUD during reactor operation [12]. Precipitation of these compounds is believed to 

trap boron within the CRUD, and as such, can produce AOA. However, lithium borates have 

never been directly observed in reactor fuel CRUD samples. Lithium borates would likely 

dissolve during shutdown for several reasons, which would limit the ability to detect these 

phases in CRUD samples. Lithium and boron coolant concentrations are greatest at the beginning 

of the cycle and decrease throughout the cycle as burnup increases, reaching their lowest 

concentration just before shutdown. Lithium borates exhibit retrograde solubility, making them 

more likely to dissolve at lower temperatures. Also, and perhaps most importantly, it is believed 

that boiling is required to sustain lithium borate precipitation by concentrating aqueous boron 

and lithium within the CRUD. Consequently, the drop in heat flux due to shutdown could result 

in the dissolution of lithium borates. 

Measurement of Li and B coolant levels increase sharply during shutdown or during 

power drops, and then return to original concentrations when the power is restored. Figure 1.4 

shows the soluble concentration of B and Li in the coolant and the power history from the Palo 

Verde plant over the period of about 10 days around the time of shutdown [14]. As shown in 

Figure 1.4, shutdown is indicated by the sudden drop in power from 100 % to 0 %. In the time 

period immediately after, lithium and boron concentrations increase, reaching their maximum 

values within two days. As power is subsequently increased, the Li and B concentrations in the 

coolant correspondingly increase. This observation, termed “hideout” [14], is indicative of Li 

and B containing solid phases in the CRUD that re-dissolve in the coolant at shutdown when 

temperature drops and boiling no longer occurs. 

While the Li hideout behavior can be explained by precipitation and dissolution of 

lithium borates, the B hideout can only partially be explained by the presence of these 

compounds. The Li coolant concentrations shown in Figure 1.4 fluctuate by less than 1.0 ppm  
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Figure 1.4: Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Lithium Return and Hideout 
Behavior Exhibited During End-of-Cycle at Palo Verde Unit 2 Cycle 9 
(Reproduced from [14]) 
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during the full power fluctuations, while the B coolant concentration increases by more than 400 

ppm. Therefore, a mass balance of Li vs B release hints that neither lithium metaborate (LiBO2) 

nor lithium tetraborate (Li2B4O7) precipitation alone can fully explain this observation, 

suggesting the possibility of a separate CRUD hideout phase that contains boron but with little to 

no lithium. 

Experiments have been performed with the goal to observe lithium borates.  A test loop 

was constructed to identify the root cause for AOA with the goal to maintain all the compounds 

incorporated within a synthesized CRUD that exhibit retrograde solubility [19]. PWR coolant 

conditions were simulated in a small pressure vessel, and a resistance-heated Zr wire was used as 

a surface for CRUD formation. After growing CRUD to a desired thickness, the coolant was 

rapidly flushed out of the pressure vessel using a blowdown tank, isolating the CRUD from the 

coolant. The temperature of the sample was maintained at a constant value. The synthesized 

sample was then characterized. The thickness of the deposit was found to range from 25 to 100 

µm thick. The B concentration was found to be 9.87 to 12.1 at%. The Li/B ratio was 0.112 ± 

0.026, for which neither LiBO4 nor Li2B4O7 can solely account. This experimental result 

reinforces the conclusion that phase(s) other than lithium borates must exist to account for boron 

retention. 

1.1.7 Comparison of CRUD from AOA and non-AOA Cycles 

CRUD samples from 12 different plant cycles that either did, or did not, experience AOA 

have been analyzed previously [18, 20], as indicated in Figure 1.5.  CRUD thickness and 

dissolved metal ion concentrations were measured, and crystalline phase identification was 

performed. 

CRUD flakes obtained from nuclear reactors that experienced AOA tends to be thicker, 

with flake thicknesses greater than 35 µm [9]. The Ni/Fe ratio increases with thickness in AOA 

CRUD and decreases in thickness in non-AOA CRUD. AOA CRUD contains many needle-like 

phases, while non-AOA CRUD contains few needles. Nickel ferrite (NiFe2O4) is present, and 

NiO is possible, in both kinds of CRUD. Ni metal tends to only exist in low amounts in AOA 

CRUD, although it is likely that any Ni metal present oxidizes during shutdown and fuel storage, 

altering these results. The residence time of the CRUD in the core, measured by the 54Mn/Fe 

ratio, tends to be less than 100 days for non-AOA CRUD and 100-250 days for AOA CRUD 
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Figure 1.5: Phase compositions of samples from various plant cycles 
(Reproduced from [18]) 
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[21]. Figure 1.5 lists the qualitative phase compositions from 9 plant cycles, in increasing 

magnitude of experienced AOA, with Callaway Cycle 9 experiencing the most significant AOA 

[18]. 

AOA CRUD exhibits a layered structure that non-AOA CRUD does not, as shown in 

Figure 1.6. Near the cladding, the CRUD tends to have large concentrations of either Ni2FeBO5 

or NixFe3-xO4, where x ranges from 0.05 to 1. The middle layer of an AOA CRUD flake is made 

up a porous monoclinic ZrO2 layer, yet the lower cladding-side layer contains little Zr.  This 

occurs because, during operation, the cladding-side layer has a slightly elevated pH similar to 

that of the coolant due to a high Li concentration and the buffering effect of lithium borate 

precipitates if present [22]. ZrO2 tends to be more soluble in this high pH and diffuses through 

the lower layer [9]. The porous middle layer contains soluble boric acid that is highly 

concentrated due to boiling. Boric acid lowers the pH and causes ZrO2 to precipitate. The outer-

most coolant-side layer consists of loose particles with a high Ni concentration [21, 22].  

1.1.8 Characterization of CRUD from Seabrook Cycle 5 

Seabrook Cycle 5 occurred from December 10, 1995 to May 10, 1997. The maximum 

AOA experienced was -3.3%, and an analyzed CRUD scrape from this plant cycle had a 

thickness of 72 µm. X-ray diffraction (XRD) confirmed the presence of nickel ferrite and 

zirconia but could neither confirm nor exclude the presence of nickel oxide or bonaccordite. 

Bonaccordite is suspected to have been present due to the boron content observed by inductively 

coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) [5]. In addition, the crystals near the 

inner diameter have a Ni/Fe ratio of roughly 2, corresponding to bonaccordite (Ni2FeBO5). It was 

noted that for characterization performed with X-ray diffraction (XRD), bonaccordite lines are 

obscured by the background signal, making this phase difficult to definitively identify. The 

overall Ni/Fe and B/Ni weight ratios of the primary sample are 1.71 and 0.0639 respectively, 

measured by ICP-OES [5]. 

1.1.9 Characterization of CRUD from Callaway Cycle 9 

Callaway Cycle 9 occurred from November 13, 1996, to April 9, 1998. Around June 

1997, the AOA reached a record level of -14% [17], the greatest magnitude ever observed at any  
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Figure 1.6: SEM showing the layering of an AOA CRUD flake from Callaway 
Cycle 9 (Reproduced from [21])  
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nuclear power plant. Consequently, the reactor power had to be derated to 70%. Cycles 10 and 

11 also observed notable AOA [5, 17]. 

CRUD scrapes obtained from cycle 9 had a very large maximum thickness of 100 µm. 

Using Mössbauer spectroscopy, XRD, and other analysis techniques, the CRUD was found to 

contain about 50% Ni–Fe oxyborate (Ni2FeBO5), also known by the mineral name bonaccordite.  

Bonaccordite has the same crystal structure as ludwigite (Mg2FeBO5) and takes the shape of 

micron-scale needles. Figure 1.7 shows the needle-shaped bonaccordite particles, as well as 

octahedral-shaped nickel ferrite (trevorite), zirconia, and nickel oxide particles. It is hypothesized 

that the greater local Li concentrations and the subsequent raising of the pH make bonaccordite 

formation more favorable [17]. Isotopic abundance of the B in the needle-shaped crystals 

decreased from 19.9% 10B to 10.2% 10B, indicating the B had been trapped for at least 40 

effective full-power days in the core. Bonaccordite phase formation is a possible mechanism, in 

addition to lithium borate formation for boron retention in the CRUD and differs from lithium 

borate in that its solubility is extremely low. 

The double peaks in the Mössbauer spectra from the Calloway cycle 9 CRUD scrapes are 

shown in Figure 1.8 and are consistent with bonaccordite. The spectra were fit using library 

spectra of Ni2FeBO5, NiFe2O4, and ⍺-FeOOH and treating the relative concentrations of each as 

adjustable parameters. Reference samples of Ni2FeBO5 and NiFe2O4 were synthesized and their 

Mössbauer spectra were matched to that of the CRUD scrapes [17]. It was noted that the 

Ni2FeBO5 crystals are highly insoluble [4], indicating that Ni2FeBO5 formation is likely not 

responsible for the B hideout and release behavior often observed in reactor coolant chemistry 

measurements [12]. 

The XRD patterns of both filter cake and flakes were obtained as well. The CRUD cake 

was found to be 40 wt% Ni2FeBO5, 30 wt% m-ZrO2, 15 wt% NiO, and 15 wt % NiFe2O4.  The 

CRUD flakes were found to be 50 wt% Ni2FeBO5, 30 wt% m-ZrO2, 10 wt% NiO, and 10 wt % 

NiFe2O4.  No Ni metal nor tetragonal ZrO2 were observed. These results are fairly consistent 

with the Mössbauer spectroscopy results [17]. 

The boron content of CRUD samples has been observed to match the stoichiometry of 

Ni2FeBO5. Possible bonaccordite particles have also been observed on non-AOA fuel rods and 

on autoclave-corroded Alloy 600 material exposed to PWR primary coolant conditions [23]. 
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Figure 1.7: SEM micrographs of CRUD scrapes.  The microstructural details of 
various CRUD constituents are visible. (Reproduced from [17]) 
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                                                   (a)                                                                                        (b) 

Figure 1.8: (a) 57Fe Mössbauer transmission spectra of CRUD samples (left) 
and synthesized samples (right)   (b) X-ray power diffraction patterns of two 
fuel CRUD samples and their matching synthetic samples (left), and of 
individual reference specimens (right) (Reproduced from [17]) 
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1.1.10 Characterization of CRUD from Callaway Cycle 10 

Callaway Cycle 10 experienced AOA early in the cycle, likely due to highly crudded fuel 

rods that were reused from Cycle 9. The AOA reached -7% and slowly declined as the cycle 

continued. The CRUD samples analyzed from Cycle 10 exhibited the same needle-like 

bonaccordite crystals as Cycle 9, but were lower in concentration, making up 19-27 wt.% of the 

samples. Nickle ferrite was a more dominant phase making up 64-69 wt.% measured by 57Fe 

Mössbauer transmission spectroscopy [5]. While Seabrook Cycle 5 and Callaway Cycle 9 CRUD 

exhibited a Zr-rich region in the center of the flake, the Zr-rich layer of Callaway Cycle 10 

CRUD was close to the cladding. 

1.1.11 Previous CRUD Models 

The Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI) developed and maintains the Boron-

Induced Offset Anomaly (BOA) explicit calculation code which is used by the industry as a 

screening tool for cycle designs to assess AOA risk [12, 14].  BOA performs a mass balance 

across the primary loop, keeping track of the release and deposition of corrosion products from 

various surfaces [8].  BOA also has models for the thermal hydraulics, transport, chemistry, and 

boron uptake within CRUD [9], upon which many of models in MAMBA are based [3]. 

EPRI also maintains a thermochemistry library use in CRUD modeling contained in the 

MULTEQ (MULTiple EQuilibrium) computer model. MULTEQ calculates high-temperature 

aqueous chemistry and can predict the precipitation of many solid CRUD-forming species [12, 

22]. Boric acid aqueous chemistry data up to 200 ºC [24] is amended by statistical 

thermodynamic calculations to consider mixed solvent solution properties [3]. Temperature-

dependent equilibrium constant correlations follow the form of Equation 1.1 where A, B, and C 

are constants, which may not extrapolate well to the saturation temperature if fit to lower 

temperature data. 

log1 = 3/5 + ) + 7 log 5         (1.1) 

1.2 Motivation 

CRUD poses a challenging problem for the nuclear industry. Problems such as AOA are 

directly dependent on the chemical makeup of deposits, but the chemical makeup is not well-

understood. Measurements of CRUD are costly and challenging, and little data exists. Analysis 
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of samples from spent fuel pools does not truly represent CRUD during operation due to 

chemical changes that occur throughout the length of the fuel cycle and after shutdown. 

Therefore, computational modeling can provide an effective alternative to building an 

understanding of CRUD formation and characteristics. Still, CRUD modeling efforts have not 

successfully been able to fully simulate the solid chemical composition to a degree that accounts 

for the observed composition of samples [17]. Notably, bonaccordite (Ni2FeBO5) has been a 

missing phase in the previous models but is clearly observed in CRUD samples. Moreover, 

bonaccordite formation provides a significant boron retention mechanism that has been observed 

yet not predicted by modeling efforts. Lithium borates also pose an issue in that they are likely to 

precipitate, contributing to AOA, but have not been observed from samples or by experiment. By 

advancing the solid chemistry models in MAMBA, the chemical makeup of CRUD can be better 

explained. 

1.3 Dissertation Research Objective 

By combining detailed thermodynamic modeling with continuum modeling, this 

dissertation better explains the chemical composition of CRUD, both at the end and throughout 

the fuel lifetime. First, thermodynamic modeling was used to predict the aqueous chemistry and 

a set of potential precipitation reactions within CRUD.  Then, continuum modeling combined 

with Bayesian estimation determined the kinetic rates of precipitation reactions in order to 

explain the characterizations of CRUD samples from two nuclear power plants where AOA 

occurred. This dissertation furthers the ability of computational methods to describe and predict 

CRUD formation and composition throughout a reactor fuel cycle, which provides a new and 

more comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms by which CRUD causes issues such as 

AOA and CIPS. 
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CHAPTER 2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Thermochemistry 

2.1.1 Helgeson-Kirkham-Flowers (HKF) Formalism 

The Helgeson-Kirkham-Flowers (HKF) model provides a basis to predict thermodynamic 

properties of aqueous solutions at a broad range of temperatures and pressures. The complete 

revised Helgeson-Kirkham-Flowers (HKF) formalism [25, 26] gives the partial molal 

thermodynamic properties such as Gibbs of formation, entropy, heat capacity, and volume for 

individual aqueous species at elevated temperature and pressure. It combines non-electrostatic 

and electrostatic contributions. The non-electrostatic contribution considers hydrogen bonding 

effects important at low temperatures. The electrostatic contribution uses the Born equation to 

consider long-range ion-solvent polarization important at high temperatures [25, 26]. 

Important for equilibrium calculations, the standard partial molar Gibbs of formation is 

expressed by 
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where T is temperature in Kelvin. P is pressure in bars. >( = 1 bar is the reference pressure. Tr = 

298.15 K (25 °C) is the reference temperature. K = 2600 bar is the solvent pressure parameter. L 

= 228 K (-45.15 °C) is the solvent temperature parameter. There are nine parameters that are 

unique to each individual species.  :8̅!,&!,'!
"  and <&̅!,'!

"  are the Gibbs of formation and entropy 

respectively at the reference temperature and pressure. The parameters =), =#, =., =/ are 

integration constants for volume, and C), C# are integration constants for heat capacity. H is the 
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2.1.2 Pitzer Equations 

Given the HKF model calculates the standard Gibbs energy of formation for individual 

species, the Pitzer equations calculate the excess Gibbs energy of an aqueous solution due to 

nonideality. The Pitzer equations account for the electrostatic interactions between ions and the 

solvent [27]. In these equations, the Debye-Hückel expression accounts for interactions of ions 

dissolved in water at infinite dissolution [28], and a virial expansion accounts for short-range 

interactions between the dissolved species at higher concentrations. Considering only binary 

interactions is sufficient for most purposes. By considering only the interactions between cations 

and anions to be significant, the excess Gibbs energy for mixed electrolytes simplifies to the 

Equation 2.2. Terms describing interactions of like-charged ions and of neutral solutes are 

omitted. A thorough description of the Pitzer equations is described by Pitzer and Kenneth [27]. 
7&'

8(9'
= O(P) + 2∑ ∑ S:S;[):; 	+ (∑ S:V:: )7:;];: 	     (2.2)  

The first term is the Debye-Huckel term given by the following equation. 

O(P) = −A
/<=)
>
B lnY1 + ZP)/#[        (2.3) 

The Debye-Huckel parameter is given by  
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where %F is Avogadro’s number, \8 is the density of water, ( is the electronic charge, ] is the 

Boltzmann’s constant, and N is the dielectric constant. The constant Z is 1.2 (kg·mol-1)1/2 

The following equations give the parameters for a cation M and an anion X. 

)GH = ^GH
(") + ^GH

()) 	_ A`)P
+
"B +	^GH

(#) 	_ A`#P
+
"B      (2.5) 

_(a) = 2[1 − (1 + a) exp(−a)]/a#        (2.6) 

7GH =
I)

#|K-K.|+/"	
          (2.7) 

If one or both of the ions are singularly charged, `) = 2.0 (kg·mol-1)1/2 and `# = 0 (kg·mol-1)1/2, 

eliminating the need for ^GH
(#) . The following equations give the activity coefficients for mixed 

electrolytes. 
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e = ∑ SQQ |VQ|           (2.14) 

2.1.3 Estimating Thermodynamic Properties for Unknown Solids 

The thermodynamic properties of compounds of interest such as bonaccordite 

(Ni2FeBO5) have not been measured experimentally and must therefore be estimated using 

computational approaches. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations available from the 

literature [29-31] estimated the enthalpy of formation for compounds such as bonaccordite. Heat 

capacity can be estimated using the Neumann-Kopp Additivity Rule, and entropy can be 

estimated using the Latimer approach [32]. Using these thermophysical properties, the Gibbs 

energy of formation can be calculated and applied in thermodynamic calculations. In the case of 

defected crystals, the compound energy formalism [33] is used to model the solution phases with 

sublattices. 

2.1.4 CALPHAD 

The CALPHAD (Computer Coupling of Phase Diagrams and Thermochemistry) 

approach is applied to modeling the internal chemistry of the CRUD. A global minimization of 

the Gibbs free energy is performed in this method to calculate the conditions of a system at 

equilibrium. The method facilitates the rapid evaluation of model parameters, especially in 

multicomponent systems [33, 34]. 

2.2 MAMBA Code 

MAMBA is a finite code that simulates the growth, structure, chemistry, and thermal 

transport of CRUD [3, 6, 7, 35]. As part of the VERA suite of codes, MAMBA is coupled to 

other codes to simulate AOA and CILC [36-40]. MAMBA provides CRUD thickness and boron 

content including 10B depletion to a neutronics code to allow for power calculations. MAMBA in 

return requires power output from the cladding surface, coolant boundary temperatures, the 

coolant chemical composition affected by corrosion along all surfaces in the primary loop, and 
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the coolant turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) calculated by a thermal hydraulics code. The coolant 

chemistry includes boric acid, lithium, hydrogen, particulate nickel/iron corrosion products, and 

soluble nickel/iron corrosion products. This information allows MAMBA to calculate surface 

deposition. This chemistry can be user-defined, or with recent additions can be calculated by 

source term models, which account for the release and deposition of corrosion products 

throughout the primary loop [41]. The TKE at the CRUD-coolant interface allows MAMBA to 

calculate erosion and release of the CRUD that is prevalent near the cladding spacer grids. This 

TKE is either calculated by a thermal hydraulics code or is user-defined. The main components 

in MAMBA are equilibrium chemistry, the growth kinetics, heat and mass transfer, and the 

internal chemistry and precipitation. [42] 

2.2.1 Nodal Structure 

Coolant, species precipitation and CRUD growth, and heat transport each primarily 

occurs in the radial dimension in CRUD. MAMBA therefore solves the one-dimensional 

transport problem and extends to three-dimensions by solving additional problems along the 

axial and azimuthal dimensions. [42] 

MAMBA has three node types, as shown in Figure 2.1. The boundary node located at the 

CRUD-coolant interface is where growth by particulate deposition is considered. Particulates 

from the coolant decrease the porosity as they fill this node until the node becomes 30% filled. It 

is then converted into an internal node, and a new boundary node is activated. 

The internal nodes are where the boiling, transport, and precipitation models are active.  

Internal boiling of the coolant acts a heat sink and increases the local soluble species 

concentrations. Diffusion of these species back towards the coolant interface is considered. As 

the species become supersaturated, precipitation of various solids is considered, which decreases 

the porosity. If a node becomes 99% filled, these models are deactivated, and only the heat 

transfer across the solid node is considered. 
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Figure 2.1: Depiction of the nodal structure in MAMBA [42] 
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2.2.2 Heat and Mass Transfer 

Boiling occurs along chimney walls, acting as a heat sink.  Heat and mass flow from the 

surrounding porous medium to the chimney in the so-called wick boiling model.  The macroscale 

volumetric heat sink due to boiling is taken as an average heat flux through chimney walls.  This 

volumetric heat sink due to sub-nucleate boiling at the chimney walls is given by  

	l̇RS>(5) = 2no:T%:Tℎ:8(5 − 5R;U)        (2.15) 

where ℎ:8 is the heat transfer coefficient at the chimney wall. 5R;U is the saturation temperature.  

o:T is the characteristic radius of a chimney, and %:T is the number density of active chimneys 

per unit area. MAMBA uses this heat flux to solve the one-dimensional heat conduction equation 

in cylindrical coordinates. The effective thermal conductivity of the CRUD is defined based on 

experimental data from the WALT loop experiment [13, 42]. 

Coolant mass leaves each internal node due to steam generation. Both liquid and steam 

exit through the boiling chimneys based on the chimney vapor fraction OV. MAMBA computes 

the liquid flux along the radial dimension by conservation of mass. The total radial liquid flux 

rate due to boiling is given by  

W@̇%
(2)

W(
= Ẏ456

!7Z89
           (2.16) 

where "![ is the enthalpy of vaporization. 

Soluble species travel along with the liquid flux through the porous CRUD.  As coolant 

leaves as vapor, these species are left behind, becoming more concentrated. The greater 

concentrations near the cladding allow for diffusion of these species back towards the coolant 

interface. In addition, some amount of these species leaves through the boiling chimneys in the 

entrained liquid. In the case of boric acid and dissolved hydrogen, species can enter the vapor 

phase and exit with the steam. The equation for the transport of the &-th species is 
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where q is the diffusivity. CQ is the concentration of the &-th species. CQV is the species 

concentration in the vapor phase. \8 is the density of the coolant.  [42] 
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2.2.3 Growing Thickness 

The deposition of nickel ferrite and nickel metal particulates from the coolant onto the 

CRUD surface is the mechanism by which CRUD thickness increases. The kinetic equation for 

the concentration either nickel ferrite or nickel metal at the boundary node is 
W::
WU
= Y]Q + ]Q,>FQ\sR[CQ,:FF\ − CQ,D(FRQFS       (2.18) 

where ] is the Arrhenius non-boiling deposition rate ( ] = 3 exp(−t/o5) ) 

           ]>FQ\ is the boiling deposition rate (cm3 J-1) 

           sR is the subnucleate boiling heat flux at the CRUD surface (W cm-2) 

           C:FF\ is the particulate concentration in the coolant 

           CD(FRQFS is the decrease in the growth rate due to erosion 

Typical calculations performed in MAMBA consider only nickel ferrite deposition at the 

surface, neglecting nickel metal deposition as an unnecessary complication for many tasks [42]. 

However, the work presented here accounts for Ni metal deposition due to necessity. 

2.2.4 Thermochemistry in MAMBA 

MAMBA determines the equilibrium aqueous chemistry in the coolant and throughout 

the CRUD, which informs the internal reaction calculations. The thermodynamic stability of a 

solid is expressed by the equilibrium concentrations of cations required to precipitate the solid, 

which informs the precipitation reaction rate.  

MAMBA solves for the aqueous thermochemistry in two parts. Since Ni and Fe exist in 

very low concentrations comparatively, the B-Li-H2O system is solved independently to 

determine B and Li speciation and pH of the solution. Using this pH and the amount of dissolved 

hydrogen, MAMBA solves for the Ni and Fe speciation separately. Many of the equilibrium 

constant formulations utilized in MAMBA are adopted from BOA/MULTEQ. Standard Debeye-

Huckel-type activity coefficients for aqueous ions are employed, which are valid for sufficiently 

low concentrations. Boric acid chemistry is adapted using correlations by Mesmer et al. [24].  

The aqueous nickel and iron chemistry is given by the Reactions 2.19-2.24. 

%&#+ + "#* ⟷ %&*"+ + "+        (2.19) 

%&*"+ + "#* ⟷ %&(*")# + "+        (2.20) 

%&(*")# + *", ⟷%&(*").
,        (2.21) 
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'(#+ + "#* ⟷ '(*"+ + "+        (2.22) 

'(*"+ + "#* ⟷ '((*")# + "+        (2.23) 

'((*")# + *", ⟷ '((*").
,        (2.24) 

The solid precipitates considered in MAMBA include NiFe2O4, Ni, NiO, Fe3O4, and 

Ni2FeBO5, and Li2B4O7. The only dissolution of a solid considered is that of Li2B4O7.  Solid 

precipitation reactions are given by reactions 2.25-2.30.  In addition, MAMBA can consider the 

conversion of a solid phase to another compound by means of reaction with aqueous species, 

represented by reactions 2.31-2.32. 

2'(#+ + %&#+6 + 4"#* → %&'(#*/(y) + 6"+ + "#(_)     (2.25) 

%&#+ + "#(_) 	→ 	%&(y) + 2"+        (2.26) 

%&#+ + "#* → 	%&*(y) + 2"+        (2.27) 

3'(#+ + 4"#*	 → '(.*/(y) + 6"+ + "#(_)      (2.28) 

'(#+ + 2%&#+ + )(*"). + 2"#*	 → 	%&#'()*$(y) + 6"+ + 0.5"#(_)   (2.29) 

2}&+ + 4)(*"). 	↔ 	}&#)/*](y) + 5"#* + 2"+      (2.30) 

%&(y) + 2'(#+ + 4"#*	 ↔ 	%&'(#*/(y) + 4"+ + 2"#(_)    (2.31) 

%&'(#*/(y) + %&#+ + )(*"). + 0.5"#(_) 	↔ %&#'()*$(y) + '(#+ + 2"#*  (2.32) 

2.2.5 Internal Precipitation Reactions 

As the soluble species concentrations increase within the CRUD, precipitation of solids 

becomes more favorable.  MAMBA calculates the precipitation of these solids and the associated 

decrease in porosity due to precipitation. The kinetic rate of precipitation is considered to be 

proportional to the degree of supersaturation of metal cations, given as the difference in the local 

concentration and the thermodynamic equilibrium concentration. An Arrhenius kinetic rate 

parameter is used as the proportionality constant. 

In the case of lithium tetraborate, as soon as precipitation is favorable the remaining 

porosity of  node is filled immediately because of the large concentration of Li and B species, 

and the observed quickness with which precipitation and dissolution appear to occur based on 

coolant concentration measurements at reactor shutdown [14]. 
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2.3 Bayesian Estimation 

Bayesian calibration is a statistical method which computes the most probable value of 

uncertain parameters � in a model [43]. It is able to account for both uncertainty in observational 

measurements and deficiencies in the model. Prior probability distributions Ô (�) of the 

parameters are updated with each serial computation of the model by comparing to experimental 

data Ä. A likelihood function ℒ(�; É)	 describes how well the experimental data supports each 

parameter value. The posterior probability density function, Ô |_(�|É), is calculated using Bayes 

Theorem given information from the data for each parameter, as defined by Equation 2.33. The 

experimental data probability function Ò (É) acts as a normalizing term, such that: 

Ô |_(�|É) =
!;(a)	ℒ(a;d)	

!<(d)
         (2.33) 

The best fit parameter values are taken by maximum a posteriori estimate (MAP), which 

is the set uncertain parameter values that result in the maximum value of the posterior probability 

density function [44]. In practice, the MAP is calculated by taking the minimum of the negative 

logarithm of the posterior [45]. 

A Gaussian likelihood function of the differences between model evaluations and the data 

is used, described by Equations 2.34 and 2.35. The error is modeled as additive and mutually 

independent of the search parameter [44], meaning each data value ÄQ is assumed to relate to the 

simulation value sQ(�) by the addition of an error value NQ that comprises both the measurement 

error and modeling error. A residual vector Ñ sums the differences between the simulation values 

and the observational data, for all i up to n, and ΣWis the covariance matrix of the Gaussian data 

uncertainties [45] as: 

ÄQ = sQ(�) + NQ          (2.34) 

ℒ(�; É) = )
e(#A)5|f=|

exp A− )
#
Ñ'Üd

,)ÑB       (2.35) 

The Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method [44] estimates parameter densities 

around a current state of parameters from the previous set of sample evaluations, then samples 

from the density to select the next state of parameter values. A combined delayed rejection and 

adaptive Metropolis-Hasting algorithm is used [45], which generates a candidate chain state from 

a multivariate Gaussian distribution with a proposal covariance based on the previous set of 
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sample evaluations, then decides based on an acceptance probability whether or not to move to 

the next chain state based on the reversibility of the move [46]. 

The Bayesian calibration is performed using the Dakota code developed at Sandia 

National Laboratory [45]. Dakota runs a predefined number of samples of the MAMBA model, 

generating proposed model parameters and analyzing the residuals to update the covariance 

matrix each time. The initial prior distributions of the search parameters have been assumed to be 

flat distributions over a range of reasonable values.  

2.4 Summary of Methods 

The MAMBA code simulates CRUD growth, structure, temperature, species transport, 

internal aqueous chemistry, and solid composition. Using CALPHAD modeling, the equilibrium 

concentrations and stable precipitates can be predicted at a range of conditions to obtain phase 

diagrams. Thermochemistry models are employed in MAMBA to predict which precipitation 

reactions are favorable. Then a Bayesian calibration is performed to identify the kinetic rates of 

the favorable reactions that best match observations from a CRUD sample. Lastly, the calibrated 

reaction rates are applied to separate CRUD samples from different plant cycles to evaluate the 

predictive power of the models and calibration results. 
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CHAPTER 3. BORON AND LITHIUM THERMOCHEMISTRY IN PWRS 

3.1 Introduction 

Boric acid (B(OH)3) is the principal additive in pressurized water nuclear reactor (PWR) 

primary loop coolant to control reactivity through neutron adsorption [14]. Lithium hydroxide 

(LiOH) is added in conjunction with boric acid to maintain a pH of roughly 7.0 [47], which is 

alkaline at reactor coolant temperatures. When concentrations of these species become elevated 

due to trapping in CRUD, lithium borate solids are suspected to precipitate [9, 14], which due to 

the high neutron absorption cross sections of lithium and boron produce local neutron flux and 

power suppression. Boron trapping within the core leads to undesirable local depression and 

fluctuation of the reactor fission power, referred to as CRUD-Induced Power Shifts (CIPS), or 

Axial-Offset Anomaly (AOA) [9, 14]. 

Experimental data for PWR primary loop aqueous thermochemistry is largely available 

up to 300 °C [24, 48, 49]; however, temperatures in CRUD that sustains internal boiling reach 

the saturation temperature of 345 °C. The Helgeson-Kirkham-Flowers (HKF) model [25, 26] 

provides an appropriate extrapolation strategy to predict the thermochemistry under PWR CRUD 

conditions. A comprehensive database of boric acid chemistry is developed using the HKF 

framework, allowing for CALPHAD (CALculation of PHAse Diagrams) [33, 34] calculations at 

PWR CRUD conditions to predict the stability of the solid lithium borate precipitates likely to 

contribute to AOA. 

3.2 Boric Acid Chemistry Speciation 

Boric acid B(OH)3 is a weak Lewis acid with the first ionization reaction associated with 

forming the borate anion: 

)(*"). + *", ⇆ )(*")/
,         (3.1) 

Mesmer, Baes, and Sweeton [24] performed potentiometric titrations of boric acid 

solution under hydrothermal conditions up to 300°C for low boron concentrations less than 0.020 

mol·kg-1 and up to 200 °C for high boron concentrations reaching 0.597 mol·kg-1. Two schemes 

were presented to fit their data [24] . The polyborates B2(OH)7- and B3(OH)10- are assumed to 

form in both schemes. Either B4(OH)142- or B5(OH)183- can be assumed to form to fit the data. 

The optimal formulas for these polyborates reported by many researchers [50-53] are B2O(OH)5-, 
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B3O3(OH)4-, and B4O5(OH)22- or B5O6(OH)63-, which all match the borate number and charge of 

the ions reported by Mesmer et al. [24]. 

The divalent tetraborate ion B4O5(OH)42- in the first scheme proposed by Mesmer et al. 

[24] has been observed in Na2B4O7 or K2B4O7 solutions through Raman spectroscopy performed 

by Y. Zhou et al. [52] and L. Applegarth et al. [53]. Zhou et al. [52] and Applegarth et al. [53] 

both observed B3O3(OH)4-, which was noted by Mesmer et al. [24] as being common to all 

satisfactory fitting schemes. Other notable polyborates suggested by Zhou et al. [52] include 

B3O5(OH)42- forming from B3O3(OH)4- at high pH levels, and B5O6(OH)4- in highly concentrated 

solutions. Applegarth et al. [53] possibly observed evidence of B2O(OH)5- that they report with 

caution. Applegarth et al. [53] also confirmed the main pentaborate species is B5O6(OH)4- as 

opposed to B5O6(OH)63-, which is inconsistent with the second scheme proposed by Mesmer et 

al. [24]. The polyborate species B3O3(OH)4-, B4O5(OH)42-, and B5O6(OH)4- have also been 

observed by Raman spectroscopy studies performed by Sasidharanpillai et al. [54] under 

hydrothermal conditions. 

Palmer et al. [48] reinterpreted the results of Mesmer et al. [24] using the updated 

polyborate chemical formulae, providing equilibrium constants for Reactions 3.1-3.4 considered 

valid up to 200 °C. 

2)(*"). + *", ⇆ )#*(*")$
, + "#*       (3.2)  

3)(*"). + *", ⇆ ).*.(*")/
, + 3"#*       (3.3) 

4)(*"). + 2*", ⇆ )/*$(*")/
#, + 5"#*      (3.4) 

Sasidharanpillai et al. [54] report alternatively the original diborate species formula reaction (3.5) 

proposed by Mesmer et al. [24]. 

2)(*"). + *", ⇆ )#(*")]
,        (3.5) 

Wang et al. [55] provide an extensive thermodynamic description boric acid and metal 

borate systems using the HKF formalism and Pitzer equations. Several studies recently have 

reported discrepancies in speciation from spectroscopic experimental studies calculated values 

using this thermodynamic model [54, 56]. Instead of considering the typical orthoboric acid 

(B(OH)3) as the only neutral aqueous species, the model by Wang et al. [55] assumes the 

formation of aqueous metaborate (BO(OH)) in conjunction with: 

)(*"). 	⇆ 	)*(*")	+	"#*        (3.6) 
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Contrary to the assumption made by Wang et al. [55], the Raman results by Arcis et al. [56] 

showed that metaborate (BO(OH)) does not exist in significant concentrations under relevant 

hydrothermal conditions. In addition, Wang et al. [55] consider B5O6(OH)63- to form in 

conjunction with B4O5(OH)42- formation, instead of as an alternative scheme as originally 

proposed by Mesmer et al. [24]. 

Wang et al. [55] provide HKF parameters for the associated lithium/sodium and borate 

ion pair, shown in reactions: 

}&+ 	+ 	)(*")/
, 	⇆ 	}&)(*")/

"	(=s)        (3.7) 

%=+ + 	)(*")/
, 	⇆ 	%=)(*")/

"	(=s)       (3.8) 

The contribution of ion pairs can instead be determined through means of an appropriate activity 

model [54] such as the Pitzer equations. 

3.3 Calculation Methods 

Reactions 3.1-3.4 are selected to describe boric acid hydrolysis and are denoted by xy 

where x is the boron number and y is the charge. The HKF formalism is utilized to calculate the 

standard partial molal Gibbs free energy of formation of each species, and equilibrium constants 

for the reactions are calculated from the change in the Gibbs free energy of formation, as: 

1 = exp A,g!7̅
>

9'
B          (3.9) 

The required HKF parameters for most species are available from the SUPCRT database 

[57-60]. Unavailable or deficient parameters are optimized in this study to match the best 

available data. 

The thermodynamic properties of water are provided by the revised IAPWS 1995 

formulation [61]. The formulation for the dielectric constant of water from Johnson and Norton 

[58] is utilized for consistency with the SUPCRT92 software [57]. 

The Pitzer equations provide a means of modeling the changes in activity of the borate 

anions (B(OH)4-, B2(OH)7-, B3O3(OH)4-, B4O5(OH)4-) due to the presence of cations such as Li+. 

The CALPHAD software FactSage [34] is utilized to perform equilibrium calculations 

over a broad range of possible concentrations within CRUD to obtain a phase diagram of solid 

precipitates. The primary precipitates of interest are lithium metaborate (LiBO2) and lithium 

tetraborate (Li2B4O7) which are modeled as pure compounds. 
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3.4 Optimized HKF Parameters for Kw 

Estimated Kw values often deviate at high temperatures based on the specific formulation. 

These deviations can result in differences in Kw values up to 0.4336 at the saturation temperature 

in a PWR when using the Marshall and Franck [62] formulation and the SUPCRT92 database 

[57]. IAPWS [63] recommends the formulation by Bandura and Lvov [64] as the most accurate. 

Using this formulation, the c1, c2, and wr HKF parameters for OH- are fit using a nonlinear least 

squares regression over a temperature range from the triple point temperature, Tt = 0.01 °C, to 

the critical temperature Tc = 374 °C, and over a density range from 0.1-1.2 g·cm-3 weighted to 

improve agreement to Kw at PWR pressure and temperatures. The properties 

Δ8!,'!,&!
" , Δ"!,'!,&!

" , <'!,&!
"  and the volume constants a1, a2, a3, a4 are maintained from the 

SUPCRT92 database [57]. The resultant parameters, which are reported in Table 3.1, provide 

improved  agreement between the resultant Kw and that of Bandura and Lvov [64] under PWR 

conditions. Figure 3.1 shows the difference between the HKF-calculated Kw and that of Bandura 

and Lvov [64] using the SUPCRT92 database [57] and the parameters in Table 3.1. The values 

using SUPCRT92 [57] and those from Table 3.1 both agree well with Bandura and Lvov [64] at 

25 °C and low pressures, but both overestimate Kw at 25 °C as pressure increases. At 155 bar, the 

Kw values calculated using SUPCRT92 [57] show a large difference in Figure 3.1, especially at 

high temperatures, while the corresponding values from this work show improved agreement 

with the Bandura and Lvov [64] values at 155 bar and high temperatures.  The values from this 

work only offer improved agreement for pressures up to 200 bar. 

3.5 Optimized Borate Ion (B(OH)4-) HKF Parameters 

HKF parameters for B(OH)3 were first reported by Shock & Helgeson (1989) [60]. These 

parameters were subsequently updated by G.S. Pokrovski et al. (1995) [65], who fit the 

parameters to standard partial molar heat capacity (Cp0) and volume (V0) measurements by 

Hnedkovsky et al. [67]. G.S. Pokrovski et al. [65] report a greater value for S0 than reported by 

Shock and Helgeson [60], however the ΔiG" or Δi"" values were not updated accordingly. 

Therefore, the selected value of Δi"" is edited according to Equation 3.10 for consistency. 

Subscript & denotes the constituent elements in their standard state. 

ΔiG" = 	Δi"" − TS" + (298.15	K)∑ (<#jk
" )QQ       (3.10) 
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Table 3.1: Standard Partial Molar Thermodynamic Data and Revised HKF EOS Parameters for Selected Aqueous Species 

Species ΔfG0 
(J mol-1) 

ΔfH0 
(J mol-1) 

S0 
(J mol-1 K-1) 

a1 
(J mol-1 bar-1) 

a2 
(J mol-1) 

a3 
(J K mol-1 bar-1) 

a4  
(J K mol-1) 

c1 
(J mol-1 K-1) 

c2  
(J K mol-1) 

ω 
(J mol-1) 

OH- -157297a -230024a -10.71a 0.52a 29a 7.70a -116315a 5.07 -374390 694681 

B(OH)3 -968763b -1072302 162.30c 3.35c 3138c 62.76c -269450c 167.36c -286604c 18828c 

B(OH)4- -1153152c -1344026c 102.51c 2.31c 2648c 15.90c -135980c 218.85 -991162 485517 
B2O(OH)5- -1945529 -2129382 197.35 -4.43d 13227d 34.79d 0d 160.43 1644449 1115778 

B3O3(OH)4- -2573694 -2656607 168.69 0.34d 0d 107.2d 0d 116.67 955766 19748 

B4O5(OH)4-2 -3378126 -3458056 44.71 1.19d 0d 0d 0d -1366.81 15262857 -677431 

LiOH -451872e -508356 e 7.95e 0.95e -931e 27.69e -112424e -247.05e 4485708e 74558e 

KOH -437228a -474300 108.37a 1.59a 621a 21.60a -118834a -25.62a -301683a -125520a 

a Shock & Helgeson (1988) [59], b Shock et al. (1989) [60], c Pokrovski et al. (1995) [65], d Wang et al. (2013) [55], e Shock et al. (1997) [66] 
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Figure 3.1: Deviation of logKw using the HKF parameters of SUPCRT92 [57] and reported in Table 3.1
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For B(OH)4-, the volume constants a1, a2, a3, a4 in the HKF model are given by Pokrovski 

et al. [65] based on partial molar volume measurements [67]. Pokrovski et al. [65] fit the c1, c2, 

and w parameters to the equilibrium constant for the association reaction reported by Mesmer et 

al. [24] based on measurements performed up to 290 °C. New c1, c2, and w parameters are fit 

using the experimental ionization constants reported by Arcis et al. [56] based on AC 

conductivity measurements performed up to 350 °C. As was the case of the potentiometric 

titration data of Mesmer et al. [24], these measurements of the first ionization of boric acid were 

performed at low boron concentrations (less than 0.020 mol·kg-1) to avoid the complexation of 

polyborate formation, yet differ by keeping the ionic strength sufficiently low to prevent short-

range ion-ion interaction allowing Debye–Hückel theory to account for changes in activity. 

As recommended by Arcis et al. [56], the experimental data at 25, 100, and 250 °C were not 

included in the regression, as shown in Figure 3.2. Also included are the low temperature data 

from Owen and King [68] and Manov et al. [69] at zero ionic strength, in addition to the high 

temperature UV-visible spectroscopy data from Bulemela and Tremaine [70], and the lowest 

ionic strength data from Mesmer et al. [24], which were corrected to zero ionic strength.  The 

equilibrium constant calculated using the HKF parameters by Wang et al. [55], also shown in 

Figure 3.2, show some deviation from the data at temperatures above 100 °C while the HKF 

parameters used in this work agree well with the data for temperatures up to 350°C. 

3.6 Pitzer Parameters for Borate and Polyborate Species’ Interactions with Alkali Metal 

Cations 

Both Mesmer et al. [24] and Palmer et al. [48] provided expressions that give the ionic 

strength dependence of the first borate ion formation reaction. These expressions are both based 

on the low boron potentiometric titration data of Mesmer et al. [24] performed in a KCl solution 

where polyborate formation can be neglected. The scheme by Palmer et al. assumes the activity 

coefficient of the neutral boric acid species is unity (!!(#$)! = 1.0), which gives the following 

relation between the equilibrium quotient Q, the equilibrium constant K, and the activity 

coefficients of the anions. 

log)&& = log*&& − log
'"($%)'(
'$%(

        (3.11) 
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Figure 3.2: The equilibrium constant for the association reaction of the borate 
ion from different sources compared with values calculated using the fit HKF 
values 
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In fairly dilute solutions, the Debye-Hückel activity coefficients for charged ions are 

equal, yielding log ,'(!(#$)'
()

'(#$)( - = 0. However, in solutions with greater concentrations, the 

activities can deviate due to short-range interactions with other ions. These short-range 

interactions can be accounted for through the use of Pitzer equations to describe the ( B(OH)4- , 

K+ ) binary interaction, which is considered analogous to any interaction with a univalent borate 

ion and an alkali metal cation (e.g. ( B(OH)4- , Li+ ), ( B2O(OH)5- , Li+ ), ( B3O3(OH)4- , Li+ ) ). 

The activity coefficient for OH- is given by the Debye-Hückel term for all ionic strengths. 

Figure 3.3 shows the equilibrium quotient from Equation 3.11 as a function of ionic 

strength at various temperatures from 50 to 294 °C.  The equilibrium quotient calculated using 

the HKF parameters in Table 3.1 and the Pitzer equation parameters in Table 3.2 shows good 

agreement with the experimental data and the corresponding fit from Mesmer et al. [24]. Figure 

3.4 similarly shows the last term from Equation 3.11 as a function of ionic strength to compare 

the activity coefficient deviations from three models. The activity coefficient deviation given by 

the determined Pitzer model matches the data with slightly less error than the fits of Mesmer et 

al. [24] and Palmer et al. [48] and shows similar trends with temperature and ionic strength. The 

Palmer [48] fit shows greater variation with temperature at high ionic strength giving a broader 

range of values in Figure 3.4 at 1.0 mol·kg-1. The Pitzer model values agree best with the 

Mesmer et al. [24] values at low temperatures, but differ slightly from the Mesmer et al. [24] 

values at high temperatures. 

The ionic interaction behavior of the divalent tetraborate anion (B4O5(OH)42-) differs 

from that of univalent anions and therefore requires different Pitzer parameters. 

log)() = log*() − log
'"'$)($%)'*(

'$%(*         (3.12) 

Palmer et al. [48] assumed the divalent species to be analogous with the divalent 

hydrogen phosphate ion (HPO42-). Similar to the method of Palmer et al. [48], Pitzer parameters 

are fit to describe the ( HPO42- , K+ ) binary interaction which are then be used to describe the ( 

B4O5(OH)42- , M+ ) interaction.  

Mesmer and Baes [71] performed potentiometric titrations to determine phosphoric acid 

dissociation equilibria up to 300 °C. At low concentrations of added base, the first ionization 

reaction is dominant and subsequent reactions can be neglected. 

.*/0( + 0.+ ⇄ 	.)/0(+ + .)0        (3.13) 
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Figure 3.3: The dependence of logQ11 on ionic strength showing the 
experimental data and fit by Mesmer et al. [24] and the use of the Pitzer 
parameters in Table 3.2 
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Table 3.2: Pitzer Parameters for Binary Interactions with Alkali Metal Cations 
Interaction Pitzer Parameters s(logQ) 
( B(OH)4- , M+) !ca(0) = –0.15950 – 2.5755E-4∗T Pitzer eq. fit Mesmer, Baes, Sweeton [24] 
 !ca(1) = –0.39618 + 1.4053E-3∗T 0.0055 0.0057 
 Cca = –3.2992E-3 + 5.8164E-4∗T   
( H2PO4- , M+ ) !ca(0) = -3.9656 + 6.4795E-3∗T Pitzer eq. fit Mesmer & Baes [71] 

!ca(1) = 10.7874 – 1.6267E-2∗T 0.013 0.021 
Cca = 3.4183 – 6.1555E-3∗T 

( HPO42- , M+ ) !ca(0) = -3.4568 + 4.8743E-3∗T Pitzer eq. fit Mesmer & Baes [71] 
!ca(1) = 8.2720 – 8.6974E-3∗T 0.009 0.017 
Cca = 1.7406 – 2.9283E-3∗T 
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Figure 3.4: The ionic strength dependence of different models for univalent 
borate ions at 50, 100, and 200 °C 
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Here, the equilibrium quotient is described similarly to univalent borate reaction. 

log)& = log*& − log
'%*+$'(
'$%(

         (3.14) 

At higher concentrations of added base the second ionization reaction becomes prevalent.  

.)/0(+ + 0.+ ⇄ 	./0()+ + .)0        (3.15) 

log)) = log*) − log
'%*+$'(

'$%('%*+$'(
        (3.16) 

Palmer et al. uses − log
'%+$'*(

'$%(	'%*+$'(
 as an estimate for − log

'"'$)($%)'*(
'$%(* . In this study, 

− log
'%+$'*(
'$%(	
*  is utilized instead, giving a greater deviation from an ideal solution. Pitzer 

parameters are fit for the ( H2PO4- , K+ ) and ( HPO42- , K+ ) binary interactions along with new 

equilibrium constants. The Pitzer model fits the data with less error than the original correlation 

fit by Mesmer and Baes [71]. 

Rudolph [72] determined the equilibrium constant for Reaction 3.13 by way of Raman 

spectroscopy. The equilibrium constants from this study compare well with the original fit by 

Mesmer & Baes [71] and by Rudolph [72] with only slight deviations, as shown in Figure 3.5. 

While the deviations are slight, logK1 from this study is lower at low temperatures, and logK2 is 

greater at high temperatures.  In addition, the ionic strength dependance calculated using the fit 

Pitzer parameters deviates slightly from the original fit by Mesmer & Baes [71], especially at 

lower temperature. Figure 3.6 shows the ionic strength dependance of the two equilibrium 

quotients given by Equations 3.14 and 3.16. Altogether, the thermochemical properties 

calculated using the HKF model and the Pitzer equations fit the phosphoric acid dissociation 

equilibria data with little error. 

Holmes et al. [73] reported a modified Pitzer equation model to describe aqueous 

solutions of mono-hydrogenphosphate and di-hydrogenphosphate salts. The ( HPO42- , M+ ) 

binary interactions given by Holmes et al. [73] compare fairly well with the Pitzer equation 

results calculated in this work, as shown in Figure 3.7. The results by Holmes et al. [73] 

demonstrate only a slight difference between Na+ and K+ as the interacting metal cation, helping 

to evaluate the assumption made here that the interaction with K+ ions calculated from the 

Mesmer and Baes [24] data can be used as an analogue for the interaction with any alkali metal 

cation. 
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Figure 3.5: The equilibrium constants for the first and second ionization 
reactions of phosphoric acid, Reactions 3.13 and 3.15 
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Figure 3.6: The dependence of logQ1 (a) and logQ2 (b) on ionic strength 
showing the experimental data and fit by Mesmer & Baes [71] and the use of the 
Pitzer parameters in Table 3.2 for hydrogen phosphate ions 
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Figure 3.7: The dependence of the activity coefficient of HPO42- on ionic 
strength given by Holmes et al. [73] using the ( HPO42- , Na+ ) and ( HPO42- , K+ 
) binary interactions, compared to the use of the Pitzer parameters in Table 3.2 
for the generic ( HPO42- , M+ ) interaction 
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3.7 Polyborate HKF Parameters 

Equilibrium constant values for the polyborate formation reactions are determined by  

nonlinear least squares regression using the high boron concentration data (0.025-0.594 mol·kg-

1) of Mesmer et al. [24]. The HKF parameters reported in Table 3.1 provide a given equilibrium 

constant for Reaction 3.1, and the ion interactions are calculated using the Pitzer parameters 

given in Table 3.2. Best fit values for the equilibrium constants of Reactions 3.2-3.4 are 

determined at 50, 100, and 200 °C. Best fit HKF parameters are then determined for the three 

polyborate species, B2O(OH)5-, B3O3(OH)4-, and B4O5(OH)4-, which are also reported in Table 

3.1. The resulting equilibrium constants are plotted in Figure 3.8. The recommended value by 

Bassett [74] for the diborate B2O(OH)5- reaction at 25 °C is included. For the triborate 

B3O3(OH)4- supplemental data is included from recent high temperature experiments [54, 75].  

Sasidharanpillai et al. [54] measured the triborate formation constant up to 300 °C using Raman 

spectroscopy. In addition, Ferguson et al. [75] performed conductivity measurements up to 200 

°C.  Ferguson et al. [75] also reported values for the diborate species, which are not include in 

the fit due to the lack of agreement with the Mesmer et al. [24] data. The recommended value by 

Palmer et al. [48] for the tetraborate B4O5(OH)42- reaction at 25 °C is included. The HKF values 

in Table 3.1 provide a suitable fit to the available data that can be extrapolated up to the PWR 

CRUD temperature of 345 °C. 

3.8 LiOH Association Constant 

Ferguson et al. [76] report a density model for the association constant of LiOH intended 

to fit experimental data better at both low temperatures (T < 100 °C) and high temperatures (T > 

250 °C, up to 410 °C). As shown in Figure 3.9, this model differs from other models, especially 

at low temperatures. Oddly, the change in entropy at 25 °C for this reaction appears to be large, 

as can be seen in the steep slope at that temperature in Figure 3.9. The MULTEQ thermodynamic 

software, developed by the Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI), calculates a lower Gibbs 

of reaction at 25 °C, but a similar difference in entropy for the reaction at 25 °C. The equilibrium 

constant for this work is calculated using the HKF parameters for Li+ by Shock and Helgeson 

(1988) [59], the parameters for LiOH by Shock et al. (1997) [66], and the selected parameters for 

OH- reported in Table 3.1. The discrepancies from the various sources provide a notable 

uncertainty in the dissociation constant of LiOH. Nevertheless, because LiOH is a strong base  
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Figure 3.8: The equilibrium constants of the polyborate formation reactions 
(Reactions 3.2-3.4) as a function of temperature. The polyborate species are (a) 
the diborate B2O(OH)5-, (b) the triborate B3O3(OH)4-, and (c) the tetraborate 
B4O5(OH)42- 
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Figure 3.8 continued: The equilibrium constants of the polyborate formation 
reactions (Reactions 3.2-3.4) as a function of temperature. The polyborate 
species are (a) the diborate B2O(OH)5-, (b) the triborate B3O3(OH)4-, and (c) the 
tetraborate B4O5(OH)42- 
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Figure 3.9: The equilibrium constant for the association reaction of lithium 
hydroxide from different sources 
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and has nearly total dissociation, this uncertainty has a negligible effect on the final calculated 

pH of solution and on the ionic strength. 

3.9 Thermodynamic Data for Solids 

Lithium borate solid precipitation is a likely cause of AOA, and therefore must be 

accurately predicted in CRUD modeling efforts. The Gibbs of formation for lithium metaborate 

(LiBO2) and lithium tetraborate (Li2B4O7) are plotted in Figure 3.10 from various sources. For 

both, the FactSage pubic database values agree with the NIST-JANAF table values [77] at 25 °C 

but predict more stable lithium borate solids at higher temperatures. A standard Gibbs of 

formation for LiBO2 is calculated to be consistent with the equilibrium constant for Reaction 

3.17 reported by Byers et al. [20] and the calculated standard Gibbs of formation for the other 

species using the selected HKF parameters from Table 3.1. This Gibbs agrees fairly well with the 

FactSage public database, with some disparity at the saturation temperature. The Gibbs of 

formation for Li2B4O7 is also calculated using the equilibrium constant for Reaction 3.18 from 

MULTEQ. The MULTEQ equilibrium constant predicts Li2B4O7 to be more stable than the other 

sources. 

4560)(8) + .)0 + ., ⇄ 45, + 6(0.)*       (3.17) 

45)6(0-(8) + 4.)0 + 2., ⇄ 245, + 46(0.)*      (3.18) 

3.10 Equilibrium Calculations 

Boron speciation depends largely on pH, total boron concentration, and temperature. At 

low pH, B(OH)3 is the dominant species, shown in Figure 3.11. Increases in the pH are caused 

by adding more lithium to the solution, yielding an increase in the concentration of the borate ion 

B(OH)4- to balance the charge of the Li+ cations. Polyborate species tend to reach a peak 

concentration at elevated pH, and the location of the peak depends on the species, the total boron 

concentration, and the temperature. At 25 °C, the triborate B3O3(OH)4- is the dominant 

polyborate, as noted by Graff et al. [79]. Differing from the results by Graff et al. [79], the model 

presented in this work calculates a higher peak concentration of the tetraborate species 

B4O5(OH)42- at 25 °C. Under typical PWR conditions with a pH of about 7.0, a startup boron 

concentration of about 0.1 mol·kg-1, and a hot leg temperature of about 290 °C, the primary 

species present is B(OH)3 with little B(OH)4- and virtually no polyborates. At likely CRUD   
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Figure 3.10: Standard Gibbs of formation for (a) lithium metaborate (LiBO2) 
and (b) lithium tetraborate (Li2B4O7), as obtained from various sources [20, 77, 
78]. 
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Figure 3.11: Boron speciation as a function of pH calculated at 25 °C (a & b), 
290 °C (PWR hot leg coolant temperature) (c & d), and 345 °C (PWR CRUD 
internal temperature) (e & f), and at total boron concentrations of 0.1 mol·kg-1 
(typical bulk coolant concentration at reactor startup) (a, c, & e) and 0.5 mol·kg-

1 (likely CRUD internal concentration) (b, d, & f) 
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conditions of 345 °C and an elevated boron concentration of 0.5 mol·kg-1, the diborate 

B2O(OH)5- is the significant polyborate species. 

Equilibrium calculations were performed at 155 bar and 345 °C to determine the phase 

diagrams of solid precipitates as a function of the concentrations of elements in the aqueous 

phase. Lithium tetraborate (Li2B4O7) precipitates at elevated pH (greater than 7.0) and when the 

concentration of boron is sufficiently high (greater than 0.7 mol·kg-1). Boron and lithium can 

become concentrated within CRUD, crossing into the Li2B4O7 stability region shown in Figure 

3.12. Lithium metaborate (LiBO2) precipitates at even greater pH, above 8.75, which is unlikely 

to occur in CRUD before lithium tetraborate precipitation occurs. The high boron concentration 

of lithium tetraborate (Li2B4O7) precipitates within the CRUD are a likely cause of AOA.  It 

should be noted that as boron and lithium coolant concentrations drop late in the reactor cycle 

[14] the conditions within the CRUD will exit the Li2B4O7 stability region, causing the 

compound to reenter solution. 

When performing similar calculations using KOH and NaOH instead of LiOH, it is found 

that no solids form within the concentration range likely to occur in CRUD. Concentrations of 

boric acid must exceed 7.3 mol kg-1 for solid metaborate (HBO2) to precipitate. Such extreme 

concentrations are not currently predicted to occur in MAMBA simulations. 

3.11 Conclusions 

A detailed thermodynamic description of the H2O-B-Li system relevant to CRUD is 

implemented with the HKF and Pitzer equations to describe the aqueous phases using the 

CALPHAD method. The solid phases are modeled as pure compounds. Included in the aqueous 

model are new HKF parameters for OH-, B(OH)4-, B2O(OH)5-, B3O3(OH)4-, and B4O5(OH)2-2 

that can be used to describe the thermodynamics and phase equilibria in a PWR up to the 

saturation temperature. Pitzer parameters for the binary interaction between various borate 

anions with alkali metal cations are provided to describe the solution behavior with ionic 

strengths up to 1.0 mol·kg-1.  

Calculations using the models developed in this work indicate that lithium tetraborate 

(Li2B4O7) precipitation occurs when boric acid concentrations are high and when pH is elevated. 

Lithium metaborate (LiBO2) precipitation is only possible at extremely elevated pH values. 

Because boron and lithium become concentrated within CRUD, lithium tetraborate precipitation  
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Figure 3.12: Phase diagram showing the stability regions of solid precipitates 
under PWR conditions 
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is predicted to occur, causing Axial Offset Anomaly (AOA). KOH should be investigated as an 

alternative to LiOH as an additive in PWRs due to the lack of potassium borate salt precipitation 

in CRUD.  
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CHAPTER 4. NICKEL AND IRON THERMOCHEMISTRY IN PWRS 

4.1 Introduction 

Aqueous nickel and iron enter PWR coolant by the dissolution of Cr-rich oxide and 

nickel ferrite spinel present on Alloy 600 and 690 steam generator tube surfaces [10].  The 

concentration of aqueous Fe tends to be about double that of aqueous Ni [12], corresponding to 

solution equilibrium with NiFe2O4. The Ni concentration is roughly estimated to be about 4.3·10-

9 mol·kg-1 (0.25 ppb) in the bulk coolant, and about 5.6·10-8 mol·kg-1 (3.3 ppb) in the CRUD. 

This aqeuous nickel and iron cause precipitation reactions within the CRUD forming whatever 

phase is thermodynamically stable. Aqueous boron and lithium concentrations determine the 

stability of the phases. Therefore, the regions of stability of the phases that form CRUD based on 

boron and lithium concentration are calculated to inform the modeling of these precipitation 

reactions. 

4.2 Nickel and Iron Speciation 

Nickel metal oxidizes to form nickel oxide along Inconel surfaces according to the 

reaction: 

<5(8) + .)0	 ⇆ <50(8) + .)(>)        (4.1) 

Nickel oxide dissolves forming <5), ions according to: 

<50(8) + 2., ⇆ <5), + .)0        (4.2) 

The <5), ion forms species <5(0.).)+., given by: 

<5), + 0.+ ⇆ <5(0.),	         (4.3) 

<5), + 20.+ ⇆ <5(0.))/	         (4.4) 

<5), + 30.+ ⇆ <5(0.)*+	         (4.5) 

Likewise for iron oxide compounds, magnetite (@A*0() dissolves forming @A), ions according 

to: 
&
*@A*0(	(8) + 2.

, + &
*.)(>) ⇆ @A), + (

*.)0      (4.6) 

The @A), ion forms species Fe(0.).)+., given by: 

@A), + 0.+ ⇆ @A(0.),	         (4.7) 

@A), + 20.+ ⇆ @A(0.))/	         (4.8) 
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@A), + 30.+ ⇆ @A(0.)*+	         (4.9) 

Tremaine and LeBlanc [80] performed high temperature NiO solubility experiments. 

Likewise, Sweeton and Baes [81] performed high temperature Fe3O4 solubility experiments. In 

these experiments, an aqueous solution is prepared at a given pH at 25 °C (298.15 K) and is then 

heated to given temperature. The solution then flows through a bed of oxide particles until 

equilibrium is achieved, and the amount of dissolved nickel or iron is measured. Dickenson et al. 

[49] report thermodynamic parameters of each species involved to model this solubility data. 

HKF parameters for Ni2+ and Fe2+ were calculated by Shock and Helgeson [59], and HKF 

parameters for Ni(OH)+ and Fe(OH)+ were calculated by Shock et al. [66]. These parameters are 

utilized in the SUPCRT92 database [57] for aqueous thermochemistry, which does not include 

the second and third hydroxide products given by Reactions 4.4, 4.5, 4.8, and 4.9 that are 

important at higher pH. 

4.3 Aqueous Thermochemistry 

The HKF parameters for the series of species <5(0.).)+. and @A(0.).)+. were 

calculated by nonlinear least squares regression using the solubility data of NiO solubility from 

Tremaine and LeBlanc [80] and Fe3O4 solubility data from Sweeton and Baes [81]. The enthalpy 

of formation (ΔfH0) and entropy (S0) of the species at 25°C from Dickinson et al. [49] are 

maintained. The HKF parameters for Ni2+ and Fe2+ are also maintained from the SUPCRT92 

database [57]. The resulting HKF parameters are listed in Table 4.1 and the goodness of fit is 

compared to that from the expressions by Dickinson et al. [49] in Table 4.2. The newly obtained 

HKF parameters provide an improved fit for the NiO solubility data and an equivalent fit for the 

Fe3O4 data as that of Dickinson et al. [49].  

The solubility data covers a range of temperatures up to 300 °C (573 K). The maximum 

temperature data is shown in Figure 4.1 and compared to calculations using the Dickinson et al. 

[49] and the HKF parameters in Table 4.1. The solubility reaches a minimum at moderately high 

pH values, which at 300 °C correspond to 7.5 for NiO and 6.7 for Fe3O4. Ni2+ and Fe2+ are the 

dominant species at low pH, as shown in Figure 4.2. As pH increases, the dominant species steps 

through the greater hydroxide species. The neutral Ni(OH)2 and Fe(OH)2 species are the 

predominant species under PWR coolant conditions.  
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Table 4.1: Standard Partial Molar Thermodynamic Data and Revised HKF EOS Parameters for Ni/Fe 
Aqueous Species 

Species ΔfH0 S0 c1 c2 ω 
(J mol-1) (J mol-1 K-1) (J mol-1 K-1) (J K mol-1) (J mol-1) 

Ni2+ -53974a -128.87a 55.19a -226685a 630403a 

Ni(OH)+ -270577b -55.26b 57.60 -476969 -116931 
Ni(OH)2 -534605b -73.08b 177.43 -704310 -18747 
Ni(OH)3- -767556b -55.36b -34.59 2318991 187621 

Fe2+ -92257a -105.86a 61.86a -194292a 601743a 

Fe(OH)+ -323240b -30.17b 270.15 -2730161 147246 
Fe(OH)2 -540520b 54.90b -19.66 488519 -230959 
Fe(OH)3- -773880b 102.00b 6.75 -39317 36488 

a Shock and Helgeson [59] b Dickinson, et al. [49]    
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Table 4.2: Fit Error for NiO and Fe3O4 Solubility Data 

Oxide Data Source Parameter Source RSS Error 

NiO Tremaine and 
LeBlanc [80] 

Dickinson et al. [49] 0.184 
HKF params in Table 4.1 0.165 

Fe3O4 
Sweeton and 

Baes [81] 
Dickinson et al. [49] 2.80 X 10-5 

HKF params in Table 4.1 2.80 X 10-5 
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                                              (a)                                                                                         (b) 

Figure 4.1: Equilibrium calculated and experimental total dissolved (a) Ni at 25 
°C (298 K) and (b) Fe at 25 °C (298 K) as a function of initial solution pH 
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                                              (a)                                                                                         (b) 

 
                                              (a)                                                                                         (b) 

Figure 4.2: Equilibrium calculated speciation of aqueous (a) Ni at 25 °C (298 
K), (b) Fe at 25 °C (298 K), (c) Ni at 300 °C (573 K), and (d) Fe at 300 °C (573 
K), as a function of initial solution pH 
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As expected, the slope of the logarithmic concentrations of each species in Figure 4.2 is 

determined by the ionic charge. Positively charged ions decrease in concentration with pH, and 

negatively charged ions increase in concentration with pH. The concentrations of neutral species 

are constant with pH. The influence of the hydroxide reactions increases with temperature as 

well, with less Ni2+ and Fe2+ and more hydroxide product concentration at higher temperatures. 

4.4 Estimating Thermophysical Properties for Unknown Solids 

Two competing mechanisms for boron retention are the formation of bonaccordite 

(Ni2FeBO5) and the incorporation of boron defects in nickel ferrite (NiFe2O4) crystals. The 

formation energies of both of these complexes have not been measured experimentally. 

Therefore, reported density functional theory (DFT) results [29-31] paired with entropy and heat 

capacity estimation techniques [32, 82] are utilized. The enthalpy of formation for bonaccordite 

was calculated using DFT by Rák et al. [31]. The crystal structure of bonaccordite is shown in 

Figure 4.3. The heat capacity of bonaccordite was estimated by D. Shin [82] using the Neumann-

Kopp Additivity Rule is applied to binary oxides, shown by Equation 4.11. D. Shin [82] also 

estimated the entropy of bonaccordite using the Latimer approach, as: 

D0(<5)@A601) = 2D0(<50) + 0.5D0(@A)0*) + 0.5D0(6)0*)    (4.11) 

Zs. Rák et al. [29, 30]  assessed the possibility of forming boron defects in nickel ferrite 

spinel as a mechanism for boron retention in the CRUD. Using DFT, Rak and co-authors 

calculated that a boron defect is favored in a tetrahedral interstitial site with two cation nearest 

neighbors, denoted by BT2 in Figure 4.4. The enthalpy of formation at 298.15 K of the boron 

interstitial is given by 

Δ.2/G63
4H = ΔIG63

4H − J!/ + KI5        (4.12) 

where ΔIG63
4H is the difference in the total energies calculated by DFT of the defect-containing 

and the defect-free solids, K is the charge state of the boron interstitial, and I5 is the Fermi 

energy referenced to the energy of the valence band maximum. The reference chemical potential 

of boron, J!/ , in the calculations is reported to be -6.20 eV.  Given ΔIG63
4H = -3.48 eV, and 

assuming a charge neutral defect (K=0), Δ.2/G63
4H = 2.72 eV/f.u. = 262.4 kJ/mol. The heat 

capacity of the defected nickel ferrite is estimated using the Neumann-Kopp Additivity Rule, and 

the entropy is estimated by the Latimer approach [32]. Using these thermophysical properties,  
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Figure 4.3: Ludwigite crystal structure of bonaccordite (Reproduced from [31]) 
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Figure 4.4: Nickel ferrite unit cell with interstitial sites occupied by B, 
tetrahedral cation sites, and octahedral cation sites. (Reproduced from [29]) 
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the compound energy formalism [33] is utilized in FactSage to model the solution of pure 

NiFe2O4 with defected NiFe2O4, where the interstitial location is either a B or a vacancy (Va). 

Nickel and iron containing solids make up the majority of CRUD. Figure 4.5 plots the 

Gibbs energy of formation for various Ni-Fe-containing solids as calculated using various 

sources [2, 83]. In particular, Figure 4.5a plots the Gibbs energy for elemental Ni, while Figure 

4.5b plots that of NiO. Figures 4.5c and 4.5d plot the Gibbs energy of the iron oxide phases 

Fe2O3 and Fe3O4, respectively, in which each of the thermodynamic sources [2, 57, 77, 83] 

provide a consistent prediction of the monotonic decrease in Gibbs energy with increasing 

temperature. Figure 4.5e plots the Gibbs energy for the nickel ferrite spinel, for which the lower 

EPRI [2] values are selected over those of O’brien et al. [83]. While some discrepancies exisit 

for these solids, the differences are found to not significantly affect whether or not the solids 

could precipitate under typical CRUD conditions predicted by MAMBA. 

Figure 4.6 shows the estimated Gibbs energy of formation for bonaccordite (Ni2FeBO5) 

estimated by Shin [82] based on calculations by Rák et al. [31]. The value used in this study is 

slighly higher, leading to slighly less favorable bonaccordite formation, which is dicussed in 

relation to Figures 4.8 and 4.9.   

As expected, Figure 4.7 indicates that incorporation of a boron defect raises the Gibbs free 

energy relative to pure nickel ferrite. As well, for the temperature range from 300 to 1000 K, a 

comparison of Figures 4.6 and 4.7 indicates that the Gibbs free energy of formation for 

bonaccordite is more negative (energetically favored) relative to nickel ferrite. The shapes of the 

two curves in Figure 4.6 and 4.7 are nearly identical, showing that the entropy and heat capacity 

contributions of the B interstitial are estimated to be minor, while the enthalpy contribution is 

more significant. 

4.5 Equilibrium Precipitation Calculations 

Equilibrium calculations are performed at the saturation temperature to determine the 

phase diagram of Ni-Fe-containing solid precipitates within CRUD, and the results are plotted in 

Figure 4.8.  Ni metal is dominant at elevated pH (above 7.0). Nickel ferrite (NiFe2O4) is the 

dominant phase at low pH and sufficiently low boron concentration. Formation of Ni2FeBO5 

requires a sufficiently high concentration of B of 0.15 mol·kg-1 (1620 ppm). Stability of NiFe2O4 

is greater at lower pH and at a greater concentration ratio of Fe/Ni. When nickel ferrite  
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                                                 (a)                                                                                     (b) 
 

 
                                                 (c)                                                                                     (d)    
 

 
                                                                                              (e)     

Figure 4.5:  Standard partial molar Gibbs energy of formation for Ni and Fe 
containing solids from various sources [12, 57, 77, 83] 
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Figure 4.6: Gibbs energy of formation for bonaccordite estimated by Shin [82] 
based on calculations by Rák et al. [31] 
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Figure 4.7: Gibbs free energy of formation for pure nickel ferrite and nickel 
ferrite with a tetrahedrally coordinated boron interstitial 
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Figure 4.8: Ni-Fe-containing solid phase diagram at the saturation temperature 
345°C to describe CRUD composition 
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precipitates, the fraction of interstitial sites predicted to contain B is always insignificant. As pH 

increases, the stability of either Ni or NiO increases, and the stability of Ni2FeBO5 increases. If 

the pH is less than 8.02 the formation of magnetite (Fe3O4) is possible at very high 

concentrations soluble Fe, 15 times greater than the soluble Ni concentration, which is unlikely 

to occur.   

The stability of Ni metal versus NiO depends on temperature and the amount of dissolved 

hydrogen, which limits the aqueous oxygen content present in the coolant. A Hydrogen water 

chemistry (HWC) program is used in most operating pressurized water reactors to decrease the 

concentration of radiolytic oxygen dissolved in the coolant, and as such, it is assumed that 32 

cm3(STP)kg-1 of dissolved H2 is present. At the saturation temperature of 345 ºC, the Ni/NiO 

transition occurs at a dissolved H2 concentration of 17.1 cm3(STP)kg-1, based on the results by 

Attanasio and Morton [84]. As a result, Ni metal is more stable than NiO. However, after 

shutdown and during characterization, the Ni metal in the CRUD is likely oxidized. An oxygen 

concentration of 5.0 X 10-5 (mol O2)(kg H2O)-1 is required for oxidation of Ni to form NiO. This 

result explains why CRUD sometimes contains NiO instead of Ni metal at the time of 

characterization [4, 5]. 

The phase diagram in Figure 4.8 shows a strong sensitivity on the formation energy of 

bonaccordite. The selected value of Δ.2/LLLL(<5)@A601) is 1% greater than that estimated by Rák et 

al. [31], but well within the range of uncertainty for DTF predicted values, because it provides 

calculations that are more representative of the actual chemistry observed from plants. Without 

this adjustment, the stability of Ni2FeBO5 is overpredicted, as demonstrated by the phase 

diagram depicted by Figure 4.9 where the expansive stability region of Ni2FeBO5 in CRUD 

reaches the extremely low boron concentration of 0.0078 mol·kg-1 (84 ppm). 

Figure 4.10 provides a phase diagram over the same range of boron concentration and pH 

as Figure 4.8, delineating the stability of nickel metal versus nickel ferrite, and indicates that 

nickel metal is stable at the hot leg bulk coolant temperature of 328 °C and pH greater than 6.75, 

supporting the observation of nickel metal particulates in the coolant [5]. Nickel ferrite is stable 

in bulk coolant if the pH drops below 6.75. Boron concentrations in the coolant cannot reach the 

extremely large value of 0.34 mol·kg-1 (3675 ppm) required for bonaccordite to be stable.  
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Figure 4.9: Ni-Fe-containing solid phase diagram at the saturation temperature 
345°C to describe CRUD composition using the lowest value of 
Δ$-.%%%%('(/)*+,0) [31], showing an impossibly large Ni2FeBO5 stability region 
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Figure 4.10: Ni-Fe-containing solid phase diagram at the hot leg temperature of 
328°C 
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These equilibrium calculations, coupled with the plant CRUD scrape observations 

presented in Chapter 1 [4, 5, 17, 18, 21], indicate a plausible scenario to describe CRUD 

formation. Figure 4.9 shows that nickel metal is stable in the coolant at typical PWR pH values 

in the range of 6.9 to 7.4, and nickel ferrite (NiFe2O4) is stable if the pH drops below 6.75. 

Therefore, nickel metal and/or nickel ferrite particles circulating in the coolant deposit on fuel 

rod surfaces growing CRUD. Once CRUD sustains internal boiling, it sustains the saturation 

temperature of 345 °C and concentrates soluble boron. Nickel metal in the CRUD reacts with 

aqueous Fe to form nickel ferrite if the pH is 7.0 or less. If the boron concentration exceeds 0.15 

mol·kg-1 (1620 ppm) the nickel ferrite reacts with aqueous B and Ni to form bonaccordite 

(Ni2FeBO5).  
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CHAPTER 5. CALIBRATION OF THE KINETIC RATES 

5.1 Simulation Setup 

While thermodynamics describes which species should be present and which reactions 

should occur, the kinetic rates of these reactions require calibration using the chemical analysis 

of CRUD samples taken from spent fuel. Importantly, the chemistry of these samples is altered 

during reactor shutdown, which must be considered. As an example, solid lithium tetraborate is 

thought to dissolve out of the CRUD during shutdown [14] due to its retrograde solubility 

combined with the loss of the internal boiling that drives the saturation of soluble B and Li 

within the CRUD. Ni metal might also transform to NiO during shutdown and fuel storage due to 

oxygen exposure. 

MAMBA is used to simulate the morphology of CRUD through the end-of-cycle, using 

the power history and the coolant chemistry of three different plant cycles, Callaway Cycle 9 [4], 

Callaway Cycle 10, and Seabrook Cycle 5 [5]. Figures 5.1-5.3 show the power level, AO, and 

coolant concentrations of boron and lithium for these three plant cycles. While the power 

histories of Seabrook Cycle 5 and Callaway Cycle 10 are mostly constant, the severe AOA of -

14% at Callaway Cycle 9 caused a power downrating of 70% as shown in Figure 5.1. The 

Callaway plant operated with a pH at about 7.0, reaching a target maximum of 7.1 mid-cycle and 

a minimum of 6.9 by end-cycle. The Seabrook plant begins at a pH of about 7.0 and reaches a 

higher maximum pH of 7.4 by keeping lithium concentration constant for the majority of cycle 

as boron decreases. During Callaway Cycle 9, the sudden downrating of power caused the 

measured lithium concentrations to experience a relatively short duration spike around 300 days 

into the cycle. Callaway Cycle 10 experienced AOA that was believed to be residual associated 

with boron in CRUD deposits from Cycle 9, as the AOA at the start of Cycle 10 was -7% but 

reduced in magnitude as Cycle 10 progressed. As a result, the initial plant soluble boron 

concentration was decreased by about 200 ppm to compensate for the anticipated loss of 

reactivity. Typical coolant temperature boundary conditions are utilized in all plant sample 

simulations, given an average coolant temperature of 308.5°C. A typical PWR hydrogen water 

chemistry and default nickel/iron particulate and soluble concentrations are assumed. The 

hydrogen values are 40 cm3(STP)kg-1 for the Callaway cycles and 32 cm3(STP)kg-1 for 

Seabrook. At these conditions, Ni metal is stable over NiO, however for more oxidizing  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.1: Callaway Cycle 9 (a) power history and AOA, (b) coolant boron and 
lithium concentration 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.2: Seabrook Cycle 5 (a) power history and AOA, (b) coolant boron and 
lithium concentration 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.3: Callaway Cycle 10 (a) power history and AOA, (b) coolant boron 
and lithium concentration 
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conditions NiO would be preferred. The effects of shutdown and CRUD burst have not been 

modeled. The kinetics of the chemical reactions are calibrated using a Bayesian estimation 

algorithm to best match the chemical makeup of the CRUD samples that were analyzed. 

The model assumes ~nm size particulate nickel metal (Ni) and particulate nickel ferrite 

(NiFe2O4) deposit at the surface of the CRUD. The kinetics of this deposition are enhanced with 

increasing boiling. Once deposited, solid Ni reacts with the soluble Fe concentrated in the CRUD 

to form nickel ferrite (NiFe2O4). Subsequently, NiFe2O4 reacts with the soluble B and Ni to 

become bonaccordite (Ni2FeBO5). The precipitation straight from aqueous reactants of nickel 

metal, nickel oxide, nickel ferrite, bonaccordite, and lithium tetraborate (Li2B4O7) are also 

considered, the occurrence of which causes a decrease in the CRUD porosity. The kinetic rate of 

each of these reactions is scaled with the concentration of the soluble species involved, relative 

to the concentration in excess of the equilibrium concentration. 

Sufficient characterization data exists to include four cases in the overall calibration, one 

from Callaway Cycle 9, one from Seabrook Cycle 5, and two from Callaway Cycle 10. Since the 

most complete and accurate characterization was performed for Callaway Cycle 9 [4, 5, 17] its 

data is first calibrated separately to determine the chemical reaction rates, which are universal 

properties. The deposition rates, however, are dependent on plant, cycle, and even location in the 

reactor due to differences in coolant chemistry, component age, and localized coolant turbulence 

[36]. Most importantly, the coolant concentrations of particulates circulating in the coolant are 

contained within the deposition rate values. Therefore, a subsequent calibration is performed for 

Seabrook Cycle 5 and Callaway Cycle 10 to determine each surface deposition rate, as well as 

evaluate the predictive power of the reaction rate results from the first calibration. 

5.2 Description of the Variables and Search Parameters 

There are five response parameters from MAMBA at the end of the simulated fuel cycle 

that can be compared to the characterized CRUD scrapes obtained from the fuel rods. The first is 

the final CRUD thickness. Three parameters are associated with the total phase fractions by 

weight percent of NiFe2O4, Ni, and Ni2FeBO5. The last parameter involves the Ni/Fe ratio by wt. 

% of the CRUD scrape. For Callaway Cycle 9, the Ni/Fe ratio across the radial dimension of the 

sample is also considered in the response parameters because data is available as a function of 

the radial position [4]. 
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The CRUD phases modeled in the simulations are NiFe2O4, Ni, and Ni2FeBO5. Ni is 

selected over NiO due to its predicted thermodynamic stability during operation, as shown in 

Figure 4.9. The contribution of ZrO2 is omitted from the modeling calibration, leaving greater 

fractions of NiFe2O4, Ni, and Ni2FeBO5, as reported in Table 5.1. The Ni/Fe ratios measured by 

Electron Dispersion Spectroscopy (EDS) along three different locations in the Callaway Cycle 9 

flake are plotted in Figure 5.4 as a function of radial position. The B, Ni, and Fe concentrations 

of the samples from Callaway Cycle 10 and Seabrook 5 were measured by ICP, and the 

corresponding weight fractions of NiFe2O4, Ni, and Ni2FeBO5 are estimated and reported in 

Table 5.1. 

There are also five uncertain kinetic rate parameters in MAMBA that affect the simulated 

composition of CRUD.  These rate parameters describe the: 

• Surface deposition of Ni 

• Surface deposition of NiFe2O4 

• Ni(s)+ 2Fe2+ + 4H2O  Þ NiFe2O4(s) + 4H+ + 2H2(g) 

• NiFe2O4(s) + Ni2+ + B(OH)3 + 0.5H2(g)  Þ Ni2FeBO5(s) + Fe2+ + 2H2O 

• Fe2+ + 2Ni2+ + B(OH)3 +2H2O  Þ Ni2FeBO5(s) + 6H+ + 0.5H2(g) 

The calibration is performed on these five search parameters to best match the 

observations of CRUD thickness and composition measured from plant samples. Dakota 

generates input parameters based on the probability density functions [45] and performs 10,000 

chain sample iterations of the MAMBA simulations of each of the four CRUD samples. 

Weighting is applied to the residual errors based on the uncertainty of each measurement. The 

original first prior density functions are assumed constant within a given range of acceptable 

values. The final posterior density functions described in Table 5.2 are skewed distributions, 

meaning the mean value is different from the maximum a posteriori estimate (MAP), or best fit 

parameter value. 

5.3 Sensitivity of the Variables on the Search Parameters 

The calibration allows for the sensitivity of the response values based on the uncertain 

variables. Figure 5.5 shows the sensitivity of each response parameter on each search parameter 

from the Seabrook Cycle 5 simulation. The fuel rod heat flux was also included in this analysis 

to better understand the model response, in which the heat flux was varied from 121.5 to 148.5 
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Table 5.1 Measured and Simulated Properties of the Four CRUD Samples Used in the Calibration 

  Callaway R9 Seabrook R5 Callaway R10  
Sample 1 

Callaway R10  
Sample 2 

  Measured MAMBA Measured MAMBA Measured MAMBA Measured MAMBA 
Thickness (µm) 100 99.5 72 70.2 32.5 31.7 18.3 15.4 
NiFe2O4 wt.% 7-21 16.8 23-24 20.8 60-62 12.1 47-48 16.2 
Ni wt.% 9-20 12.4 7-9 10.9 12-16 0.7 4-6 0.3 
Ni2FeBO5 wt.% 70 70.8 69 68.3 25 87.3 48 83.5 
Ni/Fe wt. ratio 2.81 2.09 1.71 1.91 1.13 1.75 1.15 1.64 
B conc. (mg·cm-2)  2.36  1.42  0.29  0.09 
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Figure 5.4: Elemental composition radial profile showing the Ni/Fe ration by 
wt% from EDS measurements [4] of a CRUD scrape from cycle 9 of the 
Callaway power plant and the simulation prediction at the end-of-cycle resulting 
from the calibration of the kinetic parameters in MAMBA 
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Table 5.2: Results from the Calibration of the Kinetic Rate Search Parameters 
  Kinetic Prefactor Mean Std. Dev. Skewness Kurtosis MAP 
Chemical Reactions:       

 Ni ⇒ NiFe2O4 9.32E+16 1.03E+16 2.40E+00 1.86E+01 8.59E+16 
 NiFe2O4 ⇒ Ni2FeBO5 1.62E+06 1.12E+05 -5.49E+00 5.44E+01 1.59E+06 
 Ni2FeBO5 from soln. 4.56E+26 2.79E+25 4.82E+00 7.42E+01 4.55E+26 

Callaway R9:       
 Surf. dep. NiFe2O4 5.01E+01 1.26E+01 2.78E+00 3.10E+01 4.91E+01 
 Surf. dep. Ni 1.64E+02 7.51E+00 8.51E+00 8.59E+01 1.63E+02 

Callaway R10 #1:       
 Surf. dep. NiFe2O4 5.60E+01 9.78E+00 1.03E+01 1.53E+02 5.61E+01 
 Surf. dep. Ni 5.29E+00 6.66E+00 1.02E+01 1.20E+02 5.53E+00 

Callaway R10 #2:       
 Surf. dep. NiFe2O4 2.63E+01 1.44E+01 7.99E+00 9.56E+01 1.86E+01 
 Surf. dep. Ni 2.57E+00 9.24E+00 1.04E+01 1.17E+02 9.89E-02 

Seabrook R5:       
 Surf. dep. NiFe2O4 5.25E+01 2.09E+01 1.71E+00 7.68E+00 3.48E+01 

  Surf. dep. Ni 9.39E+01 2.66E+01 -9.52E-01 5.11E-01 1.11E+02 
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Figure 5.5: The sensitivity of the response variables on the search parameters 
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about a mean value of 135 Wcm-2. As expected, the surface deposition rates have the largest 

influence on the CRUD thickness. The surface deposition rates of Ni metal and NiFe2O4 also 

affect CRUD composition by modifying the NiFe2O4 and Ni fractions as expected but have very 

little effect on Ni2FeBO5 fraction. The reactions of solids represented by Reactions 2.31 and 2.32 

have the greatest effect on composition, especially the Ni2FeBO5 fraction and Ni/Fe ratio. The 

precipitation of solids from solution such as Reaction 2.29 have very small effects on 

composition and play a minimal role in the overall morphology of the CRUD. The NiFe2O4 

fraction shows the greatest sensitivity to the input parameters, with the resulting wt% value 

exhibiting a delicate balance between the reactions of Ni to form NiFe2O4 and NiFe2O4 to form 

Ni2FeBO5. Increasing heat flux drives the CRUD composition to have less NiFe2O4 and more Ni 

and Ni2FeBO5 due to increased boric acid concentrations driving forward the reaction of 

NiFe2O4 to form Ni2FeBO5. Thus, increased heat flux leads to a slightly greater Ni/Fe ratio and 

boron concentration. The surface boron concentration shown in the last column of Figure 5.5 is 

positively affected by surface deposition rates by increasing overall CRUD mass. The boron 

concentration is negatively affected by the formation of NiFe2O4 which competes with the 

Ni2FeBO5 fraction. The kinetic rate of the reaction of NiFe2O4 to form Ni2FeBO5 has the greatest 

effect on the boron surface concentration. 

5.4 Results of the Calibration 

The calibration suggests that both Ni metal and NiFe2O4 surface deposition must occur. 

The concentration of NiFe2O4 particulates in the coolant available are allowed to vary as a 

function of the surface deposition rates of the CRUD. This accounts for the depletion of NiFe2O4 

by trapping in the CRUD when growth rates are rapid [9]. NiFe2O4 formation and release rates 

become less than the deposition rates when the CRUD becomes sufficiently thick, causing more 

internal boiling. Ni metal particulates are assumed to remain abundant in the bulk coolant. 

Table 5.2 shows the results of the calibration of the kinetic rate search parameters. The 

best fit parameters are given by the MAP values in the last column. The chemical reaction rates 

are universal for each cycle. The probability distribution functions of the chemical reaction rates 

and the Callaway R9 surface deposition rates have relatively and high kurtosis, suggesting they 

are fairly well-determined by the calibration. The Seabrook R5 deposition rates, however, have 
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lower kurtosis and may be less well-determined. All kinetic rates have highly skewed probability 

distribution functions. 

A comparison between the experimental measurements and the calibrated MAMBA 

simulation results is shown in Table 5.1. The thicknesses are well matched, albeit the simulated 

value for Callaway R10 Sample 2 is a bit too low. The weight fractions for the Callaway Cycle 9 

and Seabrook Cycle 5 samples are in excellent agreement. The amount of Ni2FeBO5 in the 

Callaway Cycle 10 simulations, however, is too great, which causes the weight fractions of Ni 

and NiFe2O4 to be too low and the overall Ni/Fe ratio to be too great. It follows that the 

calibrated MAMBA models provide better fit to thicker samples that are more likely to cause 

AOA than to thinner samples. In the last row of Table 5.1, the boron surface concentration of 

each simulated sample is given, showing that the Callaway Cycle 9 and Seabrook Cycle 5 

samples are simulated to have significantly more boron than the Callaway Cycle 10 samples. 

Figure 5.6 shows the simulated radial phase composition profile at three different times 

during Callaway Cycle 9. Ni and NiFe2O4 react with the soluble species inside the CRUD to 

form Ni2FeBO5, and by the end-of-cycle, Ni2FeBO5 exists in a high concentration and can cause 

significant AOA. Reaction of Ni metal to form NiFe2O4 and Ni2FeBO5 cause the porosity to 

decrease. NiFe2O4 concentration is highest near each edge of CRUD and lowest in the middle. 

NiFe2O4 particulates deposit at the surface and decrease in concentration approaching the middle 

of the sample due to its reaction to form Ni2FeBO5. In the lower portion of the CRUD near the 

cladding, NiFe2O4 concentration is high due to the reaction of Ni to form NiFe2O4. Ni 

concentration is highest near the coolant surface where Ni particulates deposit and decrease due 

its reaction to form NiFe2O4 and Ni2FeBO5. Ni2FeBO5 concentration increases moving inward 

toward the cladding. Very small amounts of Li2B4O7 precipitation occur in the lower half near 

the cladding in areas of zero porosity, but still 99% of the total boron trapped within the 

simulated CRUD exists as Ni2FeBO5. By the end-of-cycle, there is a Ni2FeBO5-rich region in the 

lower two-thirds region of the CRUD near the cladding with a Ni/Fe ratio of ~2 shown in Figure 

5.4, and a Ni-rich region near the interface with the coolant (outer radius of the CRUD), which 

matches observations from sample characterization [4, 17]. The small drop in Ni/Fe ratio seen on 

the far right-side of Figure 5.4 corresponds to concentration of NiFe2O4 particles at the surface 

that did not have sufficient time to react forming Ni2FeBO5. 
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Figure 5.6:  Simulated phase composition radial profile to match the sample 
from Callaway Cycle 9 
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The Seabrook Cycle 5 simulation was performed using the chemical reaction rates in 

Table 5.2 determined from the Callaway Cycle 9 calibration. The surface deposition rates of Ni 

and NiFe2O4 particles were still determined by a separate calibration, which are less than those 

from Callaway Cycle 9, resulting in thinner CRUD. The composition of the Seabrook Cycle 5 

sample simulation, shown in Figure 5.7, is very similar to that of the Callaway Cycle 9 sample. 

The main difference is a greater fraction of Ni2FeBO5 is near the cladding in Seabrook Cycle 5, 

where the greater fraction of Ni2FeBO5 being in the middle region in Callaway Cycle 9. 

The Callaway Cycle 10 simulations, depicted in Figure 5.8, show different behavior than 

the Callaway Cycle 9 and Seabrook Cycle 5 simulations. Callaway Cycle 10 had almost all 

NiFe2O4 surface deposition with virtually no Ni deposition. All inner NiFe2O4 near the cladding 

reacted to form Ni2FeBO5, causing the overconcentration of Ni2FeBO5 in the simulations of both 

samples. 

5.5 Discussion 

The calibration produced simulation results of Callaway Cycle 9 that match the sample 

characterization very well. The sample Ni/Fe ratio profile plotted in Figure 5.4 is matched with 

good accuracy and is predicted to consist of an Fe-rich inner region consisting of Ni2FeBO5 and 

NiFe2O4 and an outer region of increasing Ni concentration moving toward the coolant interface. 

The small region of increasing Fe concentration at the coolant interface is due to surface 

deposition of NiFe2O4 that did not have sufficient time to react to form Ni2FeBO5. There is a 

notable region around the 40 µm location of Figure 5.4 where the simulated NiFe2O4 

concentration is too great, and produces a Ni/Fe ratio that is about 40% less than experimentally 

measured by EDS. The Ni/Fe ratio in the outer region is slightly below the mean of the EDS data 

of that region, but well within the uncertainty range of the three measurements. The overall 

phase fractions predicted by MAMBA in Table 5.1 match the Callaway Cycle 9 sample results 

measured by Mössbauer transmission spectroscopy extremely well, showing the majority 

Ni2FeBO5 concentration.  

Providing some credence to the Callaway Cycle 9 calibration, the calculated chemical 

reaction kinetic rates produced good results in the simulation of a sample from Seabrook Cycle 

5. This sample from a separate plant is slightly thinner, but still considered to be relatively thick, 
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Figure 5.7:  Simulated phase composition radial profile of the sample from 
Seabrook Cycle 5 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.8:  Simulated phase composition radial profile from samples 1 (a) and 
2 (b) from Callaway Cycle 10 
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and is simulated to have a very similar morphology resulting in significant Ni2FeBO5 

concentration. 

In the simulations of Callaway Cycle 9 and Seabrook Cycle 5, porosity reaches zero near 

the cladding, preventing further precipitation reactions to occur. During characterization it was 

noted that porosity varied throughout the scale, and was especially low near the cladding 

interface [4]. The simulations show lithium tetraborate precipitation is possible near the cladding, 

but the region lacked the porosity to allow much precipitation. This is likely an underestimate of 

the amount of lithium tetraborate that is suggested to be truly present based on the lithium and 

boron release observed in the coolant [14] disscussed in Section 1.1.6. 

The simulations of Callaway Cycle 10 do not match the characterization data as well as 

they did for Callaway Cycle 9 or Seabrook Cycle 5. This is primarily due to a much larger 

predicted Ni2FeBO5 concentration within the CRUD. The primary difference in the simulations 

is the time available for NiFe2O4 to react to form Ni2FeBO5 before the porosity is filled, cutting 

off the supply of aqueous species necessary for the reaction to occur. In addition, the calibration 

sets the surface deposition of Ni greater in Callaway Cycle 9 and Seabrook Cycle 5 and the 

deposition of NiFe2O4 greater in Callaway Cycle 10. 

The concentration of Ni2FeBO5 produced by MAMBA simulations is fairly insensitive to 

small changes in the DFT-predicted thermodynamic properties of Ni2FeBO5 and is more 

sensitive to the aqueous boron concentration trapped within the CRUD which establishes the 

driving force for the chemical reaction rate. Figure 5.9 shows the boron surface concentration as 

a function of the increase (% change) of the enthalpy of formation of Ni2FeBO5. The enthalpy of 

formation must decrease beyond a threshold of 3 % before meaningfully altering the simulation 

by reducing the precipitation of Ni2FeBO5. Figure 5.9 indicates that two possible regimes for the 

amount of expected Ni2FeBO5 within the CRUD based on the value of the enthalpy of formation. 

The regime of greater Ni2FeBO5 stability is defined by the roughly constant amount of trapped 

boron for enthalpy values increased by less than 3 %. The second regime is defined by the 

roughly constant amount of boron for enthalpy values greater than 4 %. In order to simulate the 

observed abundance of Ni2FeBO5 in CRUD from Callaway Cycle 9 [17], the regime of greater 

stability given by small changes in enthalpy (below 3% increase) is preferred. Therefore, the 

result of too much Ni2FeBO5 in Callaway Cycle 10 is likely due to deficiencies in the chemical  
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Figure 5.9:  The effect of variation in the enthalpy of formation for Ni2FeBO5 
on the simulated boron surface concentration trapped in Seabrook Cycle 5 
CRUD using MAMBA 
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kinetic or transport models in MAMBA, and not due to uncertainties in the thermochemistry 

data. 

5.6 Summary of the Calibration 

A Bayesian calibration was performed to determine the kinetic rates of the surface 

deposition of particulates and of the thermodynamically predicted precipitation reactions.  This 

calibration was performed using sample data from Callaway Cycle 9 to determine the chemical 

reaction rates, and these rates were tested in subsequent calibrations using data from Seabrook 

Cycle 5 and Callaway Cycle 10. Four samples were analyzed in total. It is found that the surface 

depositions of both Ni metal particulates and NiFe2O4 particulates are necessary to account for 

the experimental characterization of the CRUD scrapes. Ni metal reacts with soluble Fe to form 

NiFe2O4, and NiFe2O4 reacts with boric acid to form Ni2FeBO5, ultimately filling in the CRUD 

porosity near the cladding. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Work Completed 

The models presented in this dissertation provide a plausible explanation for the chemical 

composition of AOA-causing CRUD. Based on supporting thermodynamic calculations and a 

Bayesian calibration of the kinetic rates, CRUD simulations predict a multilayered structure, 

with a high concentration of bonaccordite (Ni2FeBO5) near the cladding and a Ni-rich region 

near the coolant interface. These results correspond well with plant observations [4, 5, 18]. 

A detailed thermodynamic description of CRUD is implemented in a CALPHAD model.  

Included in the model are new HKF parameters listed in Tables 3.1 and 4.1 that can be used to 

define the thermophysical properties of aqueous species in a PWR up to the saturation 

temperature of 345 °C. The HKF formalism [25, 26] provides a theoretically rigorous, yet 

flexible framework to calculate the thermodynamic properties of aqueous species at high 

temperatures. Much of the relevant aqueous data [24, 54, 56, 75, 80, 81] for PWRs only reaches 

300 °C and therefore must be extrapolated using the HKF framework up to 345 °C. In addition, 

the Pitzer equations [27] are utilized to describe the excess Gibbs energy resulting from the 

electrostatic interaction between aqueous species and the solvent as well as shorter-range 

interactions between the borate anions with the alkali metal cations, with parameters listed in 

Table 3.2. 

A thermodynamic database of possible solid precipitates is constructed by combining 

experimental [12, 20, 57, 77, 78, 83] and DFT [29-31] data, and using various estimation 

techniques [32, 82]. Implementing this database using CALPHAD, it is predicted that nickel 

ferrite (NiFe2O4), nickel metal (Ni), and bonaccordite (Ni2FeBO5) are the stable components of 

CRUD, with the overall phase diagram presented in Figure 4.8. NiFe2O4 is stable at pH values of 

7.0 or lower and boron concentrations below 0.15 mol·kg-1. Ni metal is stable at elevated pH 

above 7.0 and high H2 concentrations above 17.1 cm3(STP)kg-1 that limit dissolved oxygen. 

Ni2FeBO5 is stable at high B concentrations above 0.15 mol·kg-1. Boron incorporation in the 

defected nickel ferrite crystal structure is ruled out as a significant boron retention mechanism. 

Also, precipitation of Li2B4O7 is predicted to occur when pH is elevated, greater than 7.0, and 

boric acid concentration reaches extremely high concentrations shown by the phase diagram in 

Figure 3.12. It is noted that the CALPHAD model does not predict precipitation of either K2B4O7 
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or any borate salt over the same range of conditions if KOH replaces LiOH. The use of KOH 

does not rule out HBO2 or borate precipitation, which is predicted to occur at high boron 

concentrations above 7.3 mol kg-1. 

The thermodynamic calculations inform the overall model developed in MAMBA. 

Nickel metal is stable in the coolant at typical PWR pH values in the range of 6.9 to 7.4, and 

nickel ferrite (NiFe2O4) is stable if the pH drops below 6.75. It is deduced that nickel metal 

and/or nickel ferrite particles circulating in the coolant deposit on fuel rod surfaces growing 

CRUD. Once CRUD sustains internal boiling, it maintains a saturation temperature of 345 °C 

and concentrates soluble boron. Nickel metal in the CRUD reacts with aqueous Fe to form nickel 

ferrite if the pH is 7.0 or less. If the boron concentration exceeds 0.15 mol·kg-1 (1620 ppm) the 

nickel ferrite reacts with aqueous B and Ni to form bonaccordite (Ni2FeBO5). 

MAMBA is used to simulate CRUD growth and composition. The growth is driven by 

the deposition of nickel metal and nickel ferrite particulates from the coolant. The heat and 

species transport within the CRUD scale is tracked, and internal precipitation reactions are 

modeled to fill the CRUD pores. The set of reactions detailed by 2.25-2.32 are informed by the 

thermochemistry models described in Chapters 3 and 4. 

A Bayesian calibration of the kinetic rates in the MAMBA model was performed to 

match an available CRUD sample characterization [4, 17]. The calibration of MAMBA was 

successful in matching and explaining the observed characterization of Callaway Cycle 9 CRUD. 

Subsequently, the chemical reaction rates from this calibration were applied to Seabrook Cycle 5 

and Callaway Cycle 10 CRUD. The simulations of the Seabrook Cycle 5 sample showed 

excellent agreement with the characterization data [5], although the simulations of Callaway 

Cycle 10 CRUD predict too much bonaccordite as shown in Table 5.1. Nevertheless, the 

calibration exercise provides insight into the CRUD morphology throughout the length of a 

reactor cycle. It is determined that the surface deposition of both Ni metal particulates and 

NiFe2O4 particulates occur. As well, the synthesis of Ni2FeBO5 from solid Ni or NiFe2O4 

reacting with soluble boron accounts for the observed abundance of Ni2FeBO5 [17], which 

contributes significantly to AOA. 

The simulations of Callaway Cycle 9 and Seabrook Cycle 5 demonstrate the layered 

development of AOA-causing CRUD as it grows. Ni metal particulates present due to their 

deposition at the surface react to form NiFe2O4 and/or Ni2FeBO5 which decreases the porosity. 
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NiFe2O4 concentration in CRUD is highest near the cladding interface and lowest in the middle. 

NiFe2O4 particulates deposit at the CRUD-coolant interface and decrease in concentration with 

increasing CRUD thickness due to its reaction to form Ni2FeBO5. In the inner portion of the 

CRUD near the cladding, the NiFe2O4 concentration is high due to the reaction of Ni to form 

NiFe2O4. Ni concentration is highest near the coolant surface where Ni particulates deposit and 

decrease due its reaction to form NiFe2O4 and Ni2FeBO5. Ni2FeBO5 concentration increases 

moving inward toward the cladding. Very small amounts of Li2B4O7 precipitation occur in 

CRUD near the cladding in areas of near-zero porosity, ultimately contributing little to the total 

boron contained in the CRUD as compared to Ni2FeBO5 formation. By the end-of-cycle, there is 

a Ni2FeBO5-rich region in the inner two-thirds region of the CRUD near the cladding with a 

Ni/Fe ratio of ~2 shown in Figure 5.4, and a Ni-rich region near the interface with the coolant 

(outer radius of the CRUD), which matches observations from sample characterization [4, 17]. 

The simulated CRUD composition including the total amount of boron retention shows 

strong sensitivity on the surface deposition rates and the solid-to-solid internal precipitation 

reaction rates. In comparison, the reaction rate of bonaccordite straight from aqueous species has 

less effect on the total boron retention in CRUD. In the simulations, rod heat flux variation also 

has little effect within the range from 121.5 to 148.5 Wcm-2. Small changes in the 

thermochemical property values of bonaccordite have no effect on total boron retention, as 

demonstrated by Figure 5.9. 

This work drives MAMBA closer to the goal of simulating the solid chemical 

composition and morphology of CRUD throughout fuel cycles across a range of PWR plant 

conditions, although further addition of lithium and boron containing precipitation products may 

be warranted in the future as discussed in the next section. 

6.2 Limitations and Future Work 

The completion of this dissertation addresses key areas of doubt when it comes to 

predicting the composition of CRUD and the associated reactor performance concerns. 

Nevertheless, the models presented have a number of deficiencies that limit their ability to 

explain the chemical composition of CRUD. The principal deficiencies are present in the multi-

physics continuum modeling using MAMBA; however, the thermochemistry models have 

uncertainties as well. Several of the aqueous chemistry models are extrapolations based on 
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measurements at lower temperatures, albeit using a rigorous thermodynamic framework. Also, 

the thermophysical properties of bonaccordite are estimated computationally, but have not been 

measured through synthesis, and therefore have greater uncertainty. While the simulated CRUD 

results are shown to be stable for small perturbations in these values, if the true property values 

are outside certain thresholds, the models and conclusions presented here could change 

drastically. 

Due to the complex multiphysics nature of CRUD, the deposition and transport models in 

MAMBA contain many dificiencies, and the predicted CRUD conditions are fairly uncertain. For 

instance, the wick boiling model decribed in Section 2.2.2 does not fully consider two-phase 

mixture fluid flow [85]. Furthermore, MAMBA does not consider the effects of radiolysis [21], 

which could cause more oxidizing conditions that could possibly account for the presence of NiO 

instead of Ni in some cases [5].  

A fundamental microstructural detail of CRUD that plays a key role in these MAMBA 

simulations is the porosity. It is known that porosity impacts the effective thermal conductivity 

of CRUD [13], which impacts boiling chimney spacing and fill characteristics. In the simulations 

of Callaway Cycle 9 and Seabrook Cycle 5, porosity reaches zero near the cladding, preventing 

further precipitation reactions to occur. During characterization it was noted that porosity varied 

throughout the scale, and was especially low near the cladding interface [4]. The simulations 

show lithium tetraborate precipitation is possible near the cladding, but the region lacked the 

porosity to allow much precipitation. Likewise, improvements in modeling boiling and two-

phase flow in the boiling chimneys may lead to predictions of boric acid concentration sufficient 

to enable HBO2 or borate phase to precipitate. Moreover, the amount of lithium tetraborate in the 

simulations is significantly less than suggested based on the lithium and boron release observed 

in the coolant during shutdown [14], as disscussed in Section 1.1.6. However, the mass balance 

of Li vs B release hints that lithium tetraborate precipitation alone cannot fully explain this 

observation. For these reasons, improved modeling of porosity and boiling chimeny behavior 

across the CRUD scale would be a valuable addition to MAMBA modeling fidelity, and could 

provide a calibration response parameter for future work if adequate experimental data can be 

obtained. 

One major limitation for the models presented is that they do not consider Zr 

thermochemistry or transport throughout the CRUD layer. Without this information, MAMBA is 
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not able to completely explain the middle ZrO2-rich region observed in AOA-rich CRUD that 

may be explained as a result of the variation in pH with spatial position throughout the deposit 

[21, 22]. As well, CRUD likely undergoes chemical changes during reactor shutdown [14]. The 

thermochemistry changes that occur at shutdown have not been considered in this work. Also, 

the kinetics of dissolution at shutdown and the effects of the CRUD bursting are not modeled.   

Lastly, these simulations were performed using MAMBA in isolation. It would be 

beneficial to extend them to full VERA simulations to get an idea of the local conditions and the 

AOA. 
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